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Extending the Reach of Coevolution-Based Protein Residue-Residue Contact Prediction 

 

Abstract 

 

The three-dimensional conformations of macromolecules are critical to their diverse 

functions; however, many important proteins have as yet undetermined structures. Structural states 

are constrained by residue-residue interactions, leaving imprints of evolutionary selection – by 

decrypting statistical relationships embedded as covarying positions within related sequences we 

can infer structural constraints on the encoded macromolecules. Despite advances in inferring 

causal interactions from noisy covariations, many proteins remain out of reach due to 

methodological limitations and available data. Thus, for many proteins of interest, novel methods 

are necessary to extract meaningful structural information from sequence covariation. 

Here we present two approaches enabling covariation-based contact prediction for 

previously unresolvable sequences. First, we develop a systematic covariation-based contact 

prediction method for intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs). While IDRs do not form stable 

globular structures, many do occupy functional conformations transiently or under specific 

conditions. Despite being invisible to most methods, these functional states are still constrained by 

evolutionary pressure and leave their own signal of covariation. In practice IDRs provide unique 

challenges for coupling inference – here we develop the coevolution-based approach to address 

these challenges and validate it on a set of flexible and disordered proteins with experimental 
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evidence for structural states. We then apply our method to a large set of disordered regions within 

the human proteome, finding that many predicted IDRs show constraints indicating a propensity 

for structural states. 

Second, we introduce DeepContact, a machine learning approach to enhance coevolution-

based contact predictions, particularly for proteins with few homologous sequences. Previous 

covariation-based methods have not used structural knowledge from the tens of thousands of 

determined protein structures - we incorporate this knowledge by training a convolutional neural 

network to predict contacts from the often-noisy inferred couplings. Using solved structures and 

covariation, we in effect learn coupling and constraint motifs, incorporating them to improve 

subsequent novel predictions. DeepContact significantly improves the precision/recall 

performance for contact prediction while also learning the patterns of evolutionary constraint 

underlying protein structures and facilitating deeper investigation into the evolutionary rules of 

protein structure. 

These methods expand the applicability of coevolution-based structure prediction, enabling 

the discovery of many previously unobservable structural states.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction and background 

 

1.1. The role of protein structure 

The Central Dogma of biology holds that DNA is transcribed into RNA, which is then 

translated into protein molecules consisting of chains of amino-acids linked by peptide bonds. 

Thus, much effort during the ongoing genomics revolution has been targeted towards sequencing 

genes to infer the amino acid sequence of the resulting protein. However, the quest to understand 

function requires us to go beyond the central dogma, as in the physiological environment of the 

cell the laws of physics drive proteins to fold such that they take on 3-dimensional (3D) structures. 

It is through these 3D conformations that proteins function, interacting with their environment and 

other molecules to carry out the dizzying array of biological processes that enable life. Ultimately, 

it is the structure of a protein that can teach us about its role in this elaborate molecular dance, as 

well as how it may break or malfunction to cause disease. 

Physical structure has played an important role in our understanding of biological 

phenomenon since the beginning of the age of molecular biology. Just as the solution to the crystal 

structure of DNA elucidated the mechanism of transmission of genetic information when cells 

replicate, the crystal structure of lysozyme elucidated its catalytic mechanism of action (Phillips, 

1966, 1967; Watson and Crick, 1953). Subsequent structural work has helped to understand 

countless proteins and their individual mechanisms of action including protein tyrosine kinases, 

topoisomerases, and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase among many others (Berger et al., 1996; Davies 

et al., 1991; Hubbard and Till, 2000; Kohlstaedt et al., 1992). Structural determination has also 

enabled protein function prediction, structure-based drug design, and the prediction of the 
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functional effects of variants (Adzhubei et al., 2010; Blundell, 1996; Kuntz, 1992; Noble et al., 

2004; Roy et al., 2010). 

Still, of the estimated 11 million-plus protein residues in the human proteome only ~4 

million are covered by homologous structures at a homology cutoff of 30% (Somody et al., 2017).  

Of the almost 15,000 Pfam protein families there are over 5,000 with a lack of any available 

structural information (Finn et al., 2016; Ovchinnikov et al., 2017). Thus, despite all of the progress 

in structural biology, our structural and functional understanding of the proteome remains vastly 

underwhelming. In the age of big data and genomics, a fundamental understanding of protein 

structure and function remains a priority and can play a critical role in unraveling the mysteries of 

biology and disease. Here, we enable the discovery of previously unobserved structural states for 

many proteins by developing methods that expand the number of sequences susceptible to 

coevolution-based structure prediction methods. 

 

1.2. The dynamics of protein folding 

In their famous study on the kinetics of folding, Anfinsen et al. demonstrated that the amino 

acid sequence of ribonuclease alone was sufficient for it to fold into the functional native structure 

(Anfinsen et al., 1961). This helped lead to the ‘thermodynamic hypothesis’ which states that 

proteins are driven to fold based on the principle of minimizing the Gibbs free energy of the system 

(Anfinsen, 1973; Epstein et al., 1963). The Gibbs free energy is made up of contributions from the 

entropy and enthalpy, giving rise to an energy landscape determined by the tradeoff between the 

two. Folded states are constrained and thus have lower entropy than the unconstrained chain; 

however, this is offset by electrostatic interactions that contribute to the enthalpy and by the 

entropy of solution (Harano and Kinoshita, 2004). Each protein has a unique Gibbs free energy 
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landscape resulting from its amino acid sequence, with the native 3D structure corresponding to 

the conformation that is at the minimum of this landscape. 

Importantly, the relevant Gibbs free energy is that of the system rather than the individual 

protein, and thus the solvent dynamics and local environment can play a significant role in 

determining the shape of the folding energy landscape. Importantly for Chapter 2 of this thesis, 

this means that the fold can be dependent on the conditions – natural selection acts on the 

functional, physiological state of the protein which may only be occupied under very specific 

conditions (Anfinsen, 1973; Epstein et al., 1963). Given the complexity of the folding process, 

there has been much debate over the actual mechanisms and dynamics of protein folding; however, 

the framing of protein folding in terms of the energy landscape as a statistical system has unified 

and explained many of the observed behaviors (Bryngelson et al., 1995; Karplus, 1997). 

The main enthalpic components to stabilizing protein structures are ionic bonds, hydrogen 

bonds, Van der Walls forces, and the hydrophobic effect. The hydrophobic effect is a significant 

contributor to protein folding and results from the favorable interactions, in the form of hydrogen 

bonds, of water molecules with other water molecules as opposed to between water molecules and 

non-polar surfaces. Thus, the non-polar surfaces are buried so as to minimize their interactions 

with water and maximize the interactions between water molecules. One of the characteristic 

properties of proteins that do not take on a definitive globular structure in the general environment 

of the cell is that they lack hydrophobic residues, a topic that Section 1.5. will address in more 

detail. 

Within biological systems, proteins reproducibly fold on relevant time-scales, on the order 

of 10s of microseconds for small proteins, driven by intramolecular forces and the interaction with 

solvent (Mayor et al., 2000). In some cases, including phoA discussed in Chapter 2, other proteins 
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known as chaperones facilitate this process catalyzing folding; however, the majority of proteins, 

particularly those the size of a typical domain, fold into their native conformations on their own 

(Fersht and Daggett, 2002; Grantcharova et al., 2001). This is despite the fact that, given the 

number of possible states of a protein, finding the optimal conformation among all of the possible 

conformations by random search would take an inordinate amount of time for any protein of 

reasonable length – a concept called Levinthal’s paradox (Levinthal, 1968). However, allowing 

for an even slightly biased search, for example penalizing incorrect local bond angles, eliminates 

this paradox suggesting how nature is able to fold proteins on short time-scales (Karplus, 1997; 

Zwanzig et al., 1992). 

An important goal in the field of protein folding and dynamics has been that of determining 

the fine-grained energy functions, and thus force fields, describing the energy of a conformation. 

There are several common force fields that have been actively developed over the last several 

decades including three of the most widely used: CHARMM, AMBER, and OPLS (Brooks et al., 

2009; Brooks et al., 1983; Cornell et al., 1995; Jorgensen and Tirado-Rives, 1988; Weiner et al., 

1984). A relatively simple potential energy function that integrates over the bonds, angles, torsions, 

and non-bond pairs (based on electrostatic interactions) provides the basis for most potential 

energy functions and has proven to be sufficient to study many important properties of proteins 

(Ponder and Case, 2003). This base potential energy function has subsequently been augmented to 

account for more and more complex phenomena and to incorporate more complex types of 

interactions. These enhancements include more involved treatment of electrostatics, use of atomic 

multipoles, off-center charge distributions, and polarizability (Ponder and Case, 2003). As an 

example, the AMOEBA force field, which was originally developed for water, includes induced 

dipoles and thus is able to better capture certain dynamics and states such as those where 
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cooperative effects in hydrogen bonding networks factor significantly (Lopes et al., 2015; Ponder 

and Case, 2003; Ren and Ponder, 2003). 

While we have sufficiently accurate force fields to calculate the energetic state of a 

conformation under most conditions, the degrees of freedom and number of molecules of the 

system are such that sampling all states to find the minimum energy starting from an extended 

state is still computationally infeasible for anything more than small, fast-folding proteins (Bradley 

et al., 2005; Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2011). In fact, even molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of 

conformational changes, as opposed to full folding trajectories, are still limited by their 

computational intensity despite purpose built computational hardware (Shaw et al., 2008; Shaw et 

al., 2014; Shaw et al., 2010). Thus, for the time being we cannot directly infer a protein structure 

from sequence through physics, despite our level of understanding of the underlying physical 

principles. Given this, we have been left to rely on other ways to determine structures including 

experimental methods, alternative computational methods, and even crowd-sourcing (Cooper et 

al., 2010). For the most part this thesis abandons the principles of physics here – instead we will 

use the combined power of evolution, genomic databases, and statistics to probe the physiological 

structures of proteins. 

 

1.3. Structure determination 

Given the importance that protein structure plays in defining function and many biological 

phenomena, much effort has been devoted to the development of methods to help determine 

protein structures. These can broadly be divided into two classes: (i) experimentally driven 

structure determination and (ii) computationally driven structure determination (or structure 

prediction). For experimental structure determination, an experimental technique is used to collect 
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some form of physical measurements, such as intermolecular distances, related to the structural 

properties of a protein and those measurements are then used to determine the protein’s 

conformation. In computational structure determination, the amino acid sequence of a protein is 

used to predict the conformation without using experimental data for the particular protein of 

interest. In fact, most methods are hybrids, incorporating experimental data and computational 

approaches. Experimental structure determination relies on computational methods for translating 

the measurements into a conformation and uses force fields to refine conformations while widely 

used computational methods often rely on structural information from homologous proteins. In the 

next section we will briefly overview the major experimental methods for structure determination. 

Then, in the following section we will introduce methods for computational structure prediction. 

In both cases there are substantial limitations suggesting the need for orthogonal methods that are 

the focus of this dissertation. 

 

1.3.1 Background and challenges in experimental structure determination 

The traditional workhorses of experimental structure determination have been X-ray 

crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). X-ray crystallography takes advantage 

of the diffraction of X-rays when they interact with the atoms of macromolecules. After measuring 

the diffraction patterns from different angles, one can use a Fourier transform to create a 3D model 

of the electron density. Applying the combined knowledge of the makeup of the protein and this 

electron density map, one can then infer the structure. X-ray diffraction has played an important 

role in structural biology over the years, with crystallography driving the determination of the 

structure of DNA in 1953, the first high resolution structure of a protein (myoglobin) in 1960, and 
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the first structure of an enzyme (lysozyme) and the subsequence elucidation of its catalytic 

mechanism in 1966-67 (Kendrew et al., 1960; Phillips, 1966, 1967; Watson and Crick, 1953). 

A major barrier to solving protein structures using X-ray crystallography is that it requires 

the protein to be purified and crystallized – it is the regular repeats of the crystallized protein that 

give rise to the diffraction pattern. Crystallization can be a significant barrier and much effort has 

been devoted to scaling the process (Bolanos-Garcia and Chayen, 2009; Durbin and Feher, 1996). 

This also requires each region of the protein in each unit of the crystal to be uniform – it is a bulk 

measurement in effect measuring the average over all of the molecules within the crystal. Flexible 

regions of proteins that take on multiple conformations do not have density within the structure 

(Gall et al., 2007). Additionally, heterogeneity among the individual molecules comprising the 

crystal structure can lead to degeneracy and overestimation of the accuracy of crystal structures 

(DePristo et al., 2004; Ringe and Petsko, 1986). Further, X-ray crystallography requires that the 

conformation captured in the crystal be the biologically relevant conformation – often a challenge 

due to the conditions required for crystallization or to induce particular conformations (Buhrman 

et al., 2003). 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) on the other hand can be used to investigate the 

structures of proteins in solution. NMR takes advantage of chemical shifts that occur when a strong 

magnetic field is applied. NMR allows one to measure distance ‘restraints’ between molecules – 

this effectively gives a pairwise matrix of amino acids within the protein that are in close proximity 

to each other. Algorithms then compute models for the 3D structure based on these restraints and 

molecular force fields (Adhikari et al., 2015; Brünger et al., 1998; Ovchinnikov et al., 2015). The 

benefit of NMR is that it does not require crystallization; however, many of the same issues 

regarding multiple conformations remain. NMR still effectively samples over many different 
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molecules, so flexible regions of the protein do not show consistent distance restraints. 

Additionally, in order to go from raw NMR data to distance restraints one must first do resonance 

assignment (Wuthrich, 1986). This consists of assigning chemical shifts to the different atoms 

within the protein and challenges in the process limit the resolution of NMR for larger proteins 

(Montelione et al., 2000). Once resonance assignments are complete these are used for assignments 

of the long range nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) restraints (Herrmann et al., 2002). 

While much progress has been made in automating the NMR structure determination pipeline, it 

remains intensive in terms of both computation and labor limiting the throughput. 

More recently, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has emerged as another powerful tool 

for structural determination. Similar to NMR, cryo-EM does not require crystallization of the 

protein of interest; however, it has the added advantage of operating at the level of individual 

particles (Bai et al., 2015). As such, it can capture limited alternative conformational states of a 

protein, although capturing the functional state still requires observing the biologically relevant 

conditions. Cryo-EM has resolved many high-profile structures over the last several years, but the 

approach is primarily applicable to larger molecular sizes given the current resolution (Nogales, 

2015). Despite the promise of cryo-EM, it remains expensive, is challenging to implement, and 

requires significant manual effort and computational resources limiting the ability to scale 

(Thompson et al., 2016). 

While experimental structure determination methods have advanced significantly in recent 

years, they are still often labor intensive and low-throughput. Many proteins and conditions do not 

lend themselves well to experimental structure determination (Slabinski et al., 2007). An intrinsic 

challenge touched on above, and that Chapter 2 will address in more detail, is the idea that many 

molecules only form their functional state under the right conditions, for example after post-
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translational modification or when bound to DNA, RNA, or a binding partner (Bah et al., 2015; 

Baker et al., 2007). Thus, unless these experimental conditions are replicated, structure 

determination methods will fail to capture the functionally-relevant physiological state. For other 

cases, such as transmembrane proteins, the purification process required is very difficult 

(Carpenter et al., 2008). Due to a combination of these issues and limited resources, many targets 

of interest remain out of reach to experimental methods for determining protein structure. 

 

1.3.2 Background in computational structure prediction 

From the beginning of structural biology, the challenges of experimental structure 

determination have led to an emphasis on protein structure prediction, with the ultimate goal of 

being able to determine the structure of all macromolecules and complexes through the use of in 

silico methods. In this spirit, the Critical Assessment of protein Structure Prediction (CASP), a 

community wide experiment to predict structures for novel proteins and evaluate those predictions, 

has been run every two years since 1994 (Moult et al., 1995). 

While folding a protein de novo using physics remains out of reach due to the vast size of 

the conformational space, several alternative approaches have been developed. Protein structure 

prediction approaches fall into one of two categories: (i) template-based modeling or (ii) template-

free modeling. Template-based modeling approaches rely on homologous structures, explicitly 

using known structures to predict the structure of novel sequences either through homology 

modeling or threading (Källberg et al., 2012; Xu and Zhang, 2012; Zhang, 2008). In effect, they 

use similarity of novel sequences to segments of known proteins in order to predict the structures. 

While template-based approaches have shown much success, they are limited to examples with 
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homology to known proteins, a requirement that excludes many proteins of interest that lack 

identifiable homology to known structures. 

De novo or ab initio protein structure prediction is more generalizable given that it does 

not rely on a homologous structure; however, as discussed above physics-based ab initio methods 

are limited in their applicability to solving new structures. Even with supercomputers purpose-

built for MD, folding is only computationally feasible for small, fast folding proteins (on the order 

of 80 residues) (Lindorff-Larsen et al., 2011; Piana et al., 2013; Shaw et al., 2008). 

Taking an alternative approach, the Rosetta method combines elements of template-based 

approaches and more traditional ab initio approaches by identifying small structural fragments 

using local sequence similarity and then assembling these fragments into a higher order structure 

using force fields and simulated annealing (Rohl et al., 2004; Simons et al., 1997; Simons et al., 

2001). Other methods have applied similar approaches; however, the success of these methods 

when applied to de novo folding remains limited (Xu and Zhang, 2012). 

Another important subfield of protein structure prediction involves the prediction of local 

structural elements or properties. Methods have been successfully developed to accurately predict 

solvent accessibility, secondary structure, and transmembrane regions (Jones, 1999; McGuffin et 

al., 2000; Rost and Sander, 1993, 1994; Rost et al., 1995; Rost et al., 1994). 

Despite the limits of the above template-based and de novo folding approaches, recent 

advances in the inference of coevolving positions within a multiple sequence alignment have led 

to a revolution in de novo protein folding. These methods do not use any structural homology, but 

instead use sequence homology to learn about structural constraints based on the millions of 

experiments performed by evolution over millions of years. These methods, the topic of this thesis 
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and presented in detail in the next section, use the signal of sequence covariation to predict residue-

residue contacts within proteins. 

 

1.4. Covariation-based de novo structure prediction 

While much of the effort in early protein structure prediction focused on understanding the 

physical principles underlying protein folding and on template-based approaches, the rise of 

genomics has reinvigorated an orthogonal approach taking advantage of the evolutionary record 

imprinted on related genomic sequences (Marks et al., 2011; Marks et al., 2012; Monastyrskyy et 

al., 2016; Morcos et al., 2011; Schaarschmidt et al., 2018; Weigt et al., 2009). This approach treats 

the problem of protein residue-residue contact prediction as a purely statistical one: coevolution-

based contact prediction methods do not utilize any explicit information about the underlying 

properties of amino acids to predict contacts. Rather they take advantage of the fact that evolution 

has effectively performed millions of experiments over millions of years, embedding information 

about function and the evolutionary pressures on structure within related sequences. By looking at 

natural sequence variation, we can learn about the evolutionary constraints on proteins, or other 

biological sequences, and use this information to infer structural constraints (Ekeberg, 2012; 

Ekeberg et al., 2013; Marks et al., 2011; Marks et al., 2012; Morcos et al., 2011; Weigt et al., 

2009). 

 

1.4.1. Origins of coevolution-based contact prediction 

The concept of using covariation within a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) to predict 

protein residue-residue contacts first emerged several decades ago (Altschuh et al., 1987; Altschuh 

et al., 1988; Göbel et al., 1994; Korber et al., 1993). In perhaps the first approach scaled across 
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multiple proteins, Göbel et al. used an MSA to generate an NxN matrix of amino-acid similarity 

scores between the amino acids found at position i for each pair of protein sequences within the 

MSA using an amino acid substitution matrix, where N is the number of sequences in the 

alignment. Doing this for each column of the alignment gives a matrix of pair-wise sequence 

similarities for each individual position in the alignment. They then calculated correlations 

between the similarity matrices for each pair of columns i and j in the alignment, arriving at 

correlations between the positions i and j within the MSA. To account for potential effects of 

sampling and phylogeny, Göbel et al. weighted these correlations by taking into account the 

distance between each pair of sequences within the MSA. Finally, they determined the significance 

of the observed correlations by performing permutation analysis, independently randomizing the 

order of amino acids in each column of the MSA and applying their procedure to the randomized 

alignments (Göbel et al., 1994). A year earlier in a more limited analysis, Korber et al. eschewed 

the use of the amino-acid similarity score and used mutual information (MI) between the columns 

of an alignment capturing variation of the V3 loop of HIV-1, an approach more similar to modern 

methods (Korber et al., 1993). 

While these approaches predicted contacts significantly better than random, their limited 

accuracy made them unsuitable for use in de novo folding (Göbel et al., 1994; Olmea and Valencia, 

1997; Pollock and Taylor, 1997; Shindyalov et al., 1994). This limited predictive power resulted 

from both a lack of sufficient data and from theoretical issues with the underlying principles of the 

method. On the methodological side, the approach is challenged by the fact that despite the sparsity 

of contact matrices derived from determined structures, the observed correlations from MSAs 

result from the propagation of the effects of contacts across the network leading to a dense and 
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interconnected correlation matrix (Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Lapedes, 1997; Marks et 

al., 2011; Marks et al., 2012; Morcos et al., 2011). 

Despite the limitations of correlation-based methods for contact prediction and de novo 

protein structure prediction, others successfully adapted the principles of covariation to sub-

problems related to protein structure including coiled coil prediction and protein-protein 

interactions (Berger et al., 1995; Pazos et al., 1997). Similar approaches were also applied to RNA 

structures with more early success. This was due to both the fewer parameters for RNA covariation 

(4 unique base pairs versus 20 amino acids) and the tendency of base-pairing in RNA structures to 

limit the effects of higher order chaining of interactions (Eddy and Durbin, 1994; Gutell et al., 

1992; Lapedes, 1997). Still, the estimation of coevolution using global models, the intuition for 

which is presented next, has also led to improved inference for RNA structures using covariation 

(De Leonardis et al., 2015; Weinreb et al., 2016). 

 

1.4.2. Intuitions of coevolution-based contact prediction 

Coevolution-based contact prediction, which we will refer to as evolutionary couplings or 

ECs, is based on the intuitive idea that interacting positions within a 3D protein sequence are likely 

to covary across the set of closely related proteins. We will return to the definition of relatedness 

later. To begin, given a protein of interest we can collect a set of homologous protein sequences 

and align them to yield an MSA. 

This MSA effectively represents a sample from the set of possible functional sequences. 

First, we can look at the marginal distributions of each position within the alignment, giving us 

some idea of the conservation of individual positions in the alignment and the tendencies of 

individual positions to take on specific amino acids. Projecting these constraints onto the folded 
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3D structure, we would find that in general positions in the hydrophobic core tend to be 

hydrophobic and residues around functional sites have high levels of constraint (Glaser et al., 2003; 

Mirny and Shakhnovich, 2001). 

Taking this a step further, we can look at the mutual information (MI) of two columns – 

that is does the joint distribution of the two columns differ substantially from the expected joint 

distribution given the marginal distributions and an assumption of independence. The idea, the 

inverse from above, is that if two columns of the MSA significantly covary this suggests that they 

are interacting, indicating they are likely to be close in 3D space. The physical intuition is that if 

the amino acid positions i and j of a protein interact in the 3D structure, then if the amino acid in 

position i is positively charged the amino acid in position j may have a strong tendency to be 

negatively charged, whereas if the amino acid at i is negatively charged the amino acid at j will 

have a strong tendency to be positively charged. Alternatively, if the amino acids at i and j need to 

be packed tightly in a space, then perhaps the aggregate size matters – if the amino acid at position 

i is big then the amino acid at position j must be small or vice-versa. As a result, these constraints 

on the structure will lead to observed covariation between the columns i and j in the MSA 

(Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Lapedes, 1997; Marks et al., 2011; Marks et al., 2012; 

Morcos et al., 2011; Weigt et al., 2009). 

It is important to note that the above examples of coevolution are presented merely as 

intuition. While the initial method of Göbel et al. used a substitution matrix of amino-acid 

similarities based on physiochemical properties, the modern incarnations that the work presented 

in this thesis builds on do not use any such substitution matrix whether empirical or biophysical – 

they look only at the statistical correlations between the characters without any outside knowledge 
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of what those characters represent, an approach similar to the MI analysis of Korber et al. (Göbel 

et al., 1994; Korber et al., 1993). 

Much of the literature attributes observed correlations directly to molecular coevolution 

and compensatory mutations; however, the mechanistic evolutionary paths that gave rise to the 

sequences we observe today are still under debate (Capra et al., 2010; Dunn et al., 2007; Larson et 

al., 2000; Marks et al., 2011; Talavera et al., 2015). For the purposes of structural prediction, we 

only care about the mechanisms insofar as they relate to the assumptions implicit in the models, a 

topic discussed in further detail below. 

We are primarily interested in residues that are far in chain distance, that is columns that 

are far apart in the MSA, but that show covariation. In trying to discover the 3D structure of a 

protein, it is trivial that residues close along the backbone are close in 3D space. This means short-

term couplings are of limited use – we already know that these are constrained by local geometry. 

Additionally, a residue-residue pair separated by 100 amino acids constrains the structure more 

than a pair separated by 5 amino acids (Nabuurs et al., 2003). Still, short-range couplings do 

contain information, a topic that we explore in Chapter 2 by using patterns in local covariation to 

predict secondary structure. 

While on the surface the covariation approach is intuitive, the underlying signal of 

interacting pairs of residues is confounded due to the chaining of correlations. The correlations 

one observes are the result of all of the interactions within the structure propagating across the 

interaction graph. Thus, if position A interacts with position B, position B interacts with position 

C, and position C interacts with position D, then position A will covary with position D, despite 

the fact that they are not interacting. In order to discover directly interacting pairs we must account 
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for and eliminate this chaining of covariation. This is equivalent to a famous problem in physics 

known in the simplest form as the inverse Ising model (Ising, 1925; Lapedes, 1997). 

In statistical physics the Ising model is a model for determining the macroscopic 

characteristics of a population of electrons from the individual spins and interactions. Effectively 

it seeks to explain the behavior of the bulk from the underlying elements. Here we are interested 

in the inverse: we have observed the behavior of the bulk (measured covariation across the 

alignment) and are looking to determine the underlying characteristics of and interactions between 

the individual elements that give rise to these covariations. The Ising model deals with the case of 

two states; the generalization to many states is referred to as the Potts model (Ising, 1925; Potts, 

1952). 

 

1.4.3. Methods development and state of the field 

The problem of using covariation and the subsequent framing of covariation-based contact 

prediction as an inverse-Potts model goes as far back as 1997 when Lapedes et al. first proposed 

the idea and drew the parallels to the Ising model (Lapedes, 1997). Lapedes et al. framed the 

evolutionary couplings problem in terms of fitting 20x20 (for the number of amino acids) potential 

matrices for each pair of positions i and j in the alignment based on the first and second order 

moments and imposed the maximum entropy constraint due to the inherent degeneracy (Lapedes, 

1997). 

While the problem is nicely understood as an inverse-Potts model, the inverse-Potts model 

is computationally infeasible using standard methods for fitting the parameters such as maximum-

likelihood, even when considering relatively simple systems, due to an intractable global partition 

function (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Marks et al., 2011; Marks 
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et al., 2012; Morcos et al., 2011). In the context of predicting directly interacting pairs of residues 

within a protein, the model is parametrized by a 20x20 (or 21x21 including gaps) matrix for every 

pair of columns and a 20x1 (or 21x1 including gaps) field for every individual column within the 

alignment, meaning that, even for relatively small protein regions, it requires fitting millions of 

parameters. 

Due to this computational challenge, the approach was not successfully applied until 2009 

when Weigt et al. used message passing to approximate the direct couplings, demonstrating that 

the global model fitting all the parameters simultaneously significantly outperforms the local 

model of MI (Weigt et al., 2009). However, the message-passing approach taken by Weigt et al. 

remained computationally expensive therefore limiting its broad applicability (Morcos et al., 

2011). To overcome this Morcos et al. applied the mean-field approximation to DCA making it 

computationally feasible to apply DCA to proteins of greater length and to scale the analysis to 

many more proteins (Morcos et al., 2011). Marks et al. took the approach a step further and 

demonstrated that the vastly improved contact predictions generated using the mean-field 

approximation for DCA provided contacts with sufficient accuracy to fold proteins de novo (Marks 

et al., 2011). Effectively, Marks et al. recognized that the couplings generated by DCA could serve 

as distance restraints for folding pipelines designed to fold proteins based on NMR data taking 

covariation all the way to 3D structure (Marks et al., 2011). Several other groups developed 

alternative approaches to inferring direct interactions including Monte Carlo optimization, 

Bayesian networks, and sparse inverse covariation estimation (Burger and Van Nimwegen, 2008, 

2010; Jones et al., 2012; Mora et al., 2010). 

Balakrishnan et al. first published an alternative method for direct coupling estimation that 

uses the pseudolikelihood approach in 2011 (Balakrishnan et al., 2011). Ekeberg et al. 
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subsequently implemented and tested a similar approach comparing it directly to the mean-field 

approach of Morcos et al. (Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Morcos et al., 2011). The 

pseudolikelihood approach, or PLM, approximates the full likelihood as the product of the 

likelihoods of each position conditioned on all of the other positions, a trick that eliminates the 

need to compute the intractable partition function of the full likelihood (Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg 

et al., 2013; Hopf, 2016). While, given the historical context, the PLM approach is associated with 

the Potts model framing of contact prediction, it is akin to a multinomial regression conditioned 

on all of the other columns (Koller and Friedman, 2009). There are several excellent references 

covering the PLM model in more detail (Ekeberg, 2012; Hopf, 2016). 

A major additional factor in the recent success of covariation-based contact prediction has 

been the exponential increase in the size of genomic sequence databases (Consortium, 2016; Marks 

et al., 2011). However, even with an increase in available sequences, these methods are fitting 

millions of parameters based on thousands of independent sequences (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; 

Morcos et al., 2011). For their mean-field approach, Morcos et al. addressed this by using 

pseudocounts to regularize (Morcos et al., 2011). For the PLM approach regularization is achieved 

by adding a penalty term to the objective function – in practice implementations take a 

regularization constant for the single column fields and a regularization constant for the pair 

couplings. Balakrishnan et al. used group l1-regularization, whereas Ekeberg et al. used l2-

regularization (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013). Due to empirical 

results suggesting its better performance, the work in this thesis utilizes an implementation of the 

method presented by Ekeberg et al. (Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013) (2.4. Methods, 3.4. 

Methods). 
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The success of these models has led them to be applied to an array of problems related to 

structural biology, including membrane proteins, interaction interfaces, RNA, and, moving beyond 

explicit contact prediction, mutation effect prediction (De Leonardis et al., 2015; Hopf et al., 2012; 

Hopf et al., 2017; Hopf et al., 2014; Uguzzoni et al., 2017; Weinreb et al., 2016). Still, many 

proteins remain out of reach, requiring further advances to the process of inferring contacts from 

covariation in order to extract additional information from available sequence covariation, the 

topic of this thesis. 

 

1.4.4. MSAs, model assumptions, and pipeline details 

Covariation-based contact prediction, and all of the work presented in this thesis, relies on 

the same general assumptions related to coupling inference based on MSAs. These assumptions 

arise from the pipelines and frameworks used in covariation methods and are often not explicitly 

stated and thus easily overlooked. Here we will discuss the particulars of the EC inference pipeline 

used throughout this thesis; however, there are parallels across the different covariation-based 

contact prediction pipelines (Balakrishnan et al., 2011; Ekeberg, 2012; Ekeberg et al., 2013; Marks 

et al., 2011; Marks et al., 2012; Morcos et al., 2011). 

First, the calculation of ECs requires an input MSA. In fact, we use the process of MSA 

both to discover homologous sequences and to align these sequences (2.4. Methods, 3.4. Methods). 

The sequence alignment models underlying these steps make explicit assumptions about the way 

that evolution works and the relationship between sequences. Additionally, determining the 

optimal MSA is an NP-complete problem, meaning that all MSA implementations are heuristic 

(Eddy, 1998; Edgar, 2004; Johnson et al., 2010; Sievers et al., 2011). 
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While the implicit goal is to identify homologous structures (we are looking for structural 

constraint after all), coevolution-based methods rely on the idea that structural homology can be 

inferred from sequence similarity (Eddy, 1998; Finn et al., 2016; Remmert et al., 2012; Sander and 

Schneider, 1991). The sequence alignment models used for evolutionary analyses are based on the 

concept that related sequences independently evolved from a common ancestral sequence by 

undergoing defined edits consisting of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. Therefore, when 

doing homology search and building MSAs as part of the EC pipeline, by the nature of the model, 

we are assuming that all of the sequences are related and evolved from an ancestral sequence. 

The sequence homology search and alignment methods used throughout this thesis, and for 

most of the related work in this field, are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Eddy, 1998; 

Johnson et al., 2010; Söding, 2004). HMMs explicitly assume independence between the emission 

probabilities at each state, meaning that in aligning proteins these models explicitly ignore long-

range dependencies. It is interesting to note that we are thus using alignments that do not account 

for pairwise covariation to compute pairwise covariations – an idea that we will return to in Chapter 

4. While these HMMs return an alignment, the homology search component integrates over 

alignment uncertainty, something that Chapter 2 addresses through the quantification of alignment 

uncertainty. 

More specifically, homology search is performed using an iterative approach. That is, an 

HMM is built based on the sequence and a background model, then that HMM is used to search 

the database. Once the hits are returned as an alignment, that alignment is used to build a new 

HMM, then this new HMM is used to search the database again (Eddy, 1998; Johnson et al., 2010). 

While the statistics of each iteration are well understood and quantified, this iterative nature leads 

to behaviors that we will also systematically address in Chapter 2. 
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Lastly, much of the excitement in the field of evolutionary couplings has been driven by 

the ability to fold proteins based on the resulting contact predictions (Marks et al., 2011). It is 

important to note that while evolutionary couplings themselves do not incorporate any biophysical 

information to predict contacts, folding using evolutionary couplings does incorporate biophysics 

by following an approach that is somewhat parallel to that of Rosetta (Rohl et al., 2004). Whereas 

Rosetta uses the small fragments to constrain molecular simulations, folding pipelines based on 

evolutionary couplings use predicted secondary structure and predicted contacts to constrain 

biophysical simulations (Marks et al., 2011; Rohl et al., 2004) (Methods 2.4., Methods 3.4.). 

 

1.5. Structural disorder 

Parallel to the central dogma of molecular biology, the equivalent in structural biology is 

the structure/function paradigm which holds that proteins fold into predictable conformations and 

subsequently function through these conformations. However, work over the last two decades 

exploring intrinsically disordered regions of proteins (IDRs) has threatened this precise view of 

the structure/function paradigm (Oates et al., 2012; Tokuriki and Tawfik, 2009; Uversky and 

Dunker, 2010). 

Proteins each have unique energy landscapes that vary based on the particular 

characteristics of the protein and its environment. The shape of an energy landscape can be 

impacted by factors that shift the overall entropy or enthalpy of the system, including interaction 

with a binding partner as in the case of allosteric interactions (Motlagh et al., 2014). While many 

proteins have ‘traditional’ energy landscapes with clear minima under the general conditions inside 

a cell, others do not. IDRs are defined by the lack of a definitive structure and typically have unique 

sequence characteristics including a depletion of hydrophobic residues, an enrichment for charged 
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and polar residues, and often some element of repetitive sequence (Dunker et al., 2001; Uversky 

et al., 2000; van der Lee et al., 2014). These characteristics lead to flat energy landscapes where 

no particular conformation or precise set of conformations are favored. In fact, energy landscapes 

can span the spectrum from having one clear minimum, to having multiple minima, to having a 

broad valley of minima, to being flat. Intuitively this translates into how often a protein will occupy 

individual conformations – in the case of a clear deep minimum the protein will occupy that state 

almost exclusively whereas in the case of a broader valley of minima the protein will sample states 

within the energy valley. 

As with most concepts defined by the lack of a property, the definition of an IDR itself is 

far from simple. The ability to experimentally determine a structure based on the classic methods 

of X-ray crystallography and NMR as described above relies on the target protein existing in a 

consistent structural state, i.e. on one side of the extreme sampling the state 100 times we would 

find it in the same state each of those 100 times. On the other side of the extreme, we would find 

a completely disordered protein in a unique conformation each of the 100 times that we sampled 

it. While the term IDR is often treated as a binary label, in reality there exists a spectrum of disorder 

or structural flexibility with all proteins somewhere along the spectrum. In this framework we have 

globular proteins, proteins that take on two conformations, proteins with local structure but a lack 

of consistent global structure, and proteins that appear to be entirely disordered. 

Given the dependence of a protein’s energy landscape on the system, disorder or order is 

often condition specific. Many disordered proteins will take on structure under specific conditions, 

such as when they bind to a particular binding partner, DNA, or RNA. Evolutionary couplings 

represent a promising approach to exploring structure states of disordered proteins, given that 

functional residue-residue interactions will face evolutionary pressure for conservation 
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independent of the percentage of the time that the state in which the residues interact is occupied. 

In Chapter 2, we apply covariation-based methods to discover evolutionarily conserved structural 

states, most of which remain invisible to other approaches. 

 

1.6. Convolutional neural networks and contact prediction 

Simultaneous to the recent rapid advancements in coevolution-based contact prediction, 

the field of machine learning, and neural networks (NNs) in particular, has undergone a revolution. 

While NNs were first implemented several decades ago, challenges in training and implementing 

them initially limited their broad applicability. Interestingly, some of the early successes of NNs 

were in the field of protein structure prediction (Holley and Karplus, 1989; Rost and Sander, 1993, 

1994). 

Much of the rapid progress and growth in the application of ML over the last decade has 

resulted from advances in representation learning in the form of deep neural networks, driven by 

a combination of factors including innovations in network structures and training procedures, the 

implementation of auto-differentiation (software that automatically takes all of the derivatives 

necessary to implement NNs), and the development of cheap GPUs (processors originally 

developed for rendering graphics but that turn out to be well suited to the matrix math of NNs) 

(Abadi et al., 2016; Kingma and Ba, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; LeCun et al., 2015; Srivastava 

et al., 2014). These models eliminate painstaking feature selection and engineering, taking in raw 

data and learning to identify the important features through the training process. Much of their 

power comes from this ability to integrate and select relevant features, learning important 

relationships and representations directly from the raw data. 
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Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a particular class of model that has emerged as 

a very powerful tool in image processing and learning (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; LeCun et al., 

2015). CNNs use ‘filters’ to convolve over matrices, enabling them to identify features within the 

data in a translationally independent manner. The filters, which are effectively feature extractors, 

are trained simultaneously to the rest of the network, allowing them to learn the important features 

given the task at hand. By stacking multiple CNN layers, deep CNNs allow high levels of 

abstraction as each layer builds on the outputs from the filters of the previous layer, combining 

them to create higher-level features. As such, CNNs are particularly well suited for pattern 

recognition tasks and have successfully been applied to image labeling tasks yielding performance 

on par with humans (He et al., 2015; Krizhevsky et al., 2012; LeCun et al., 2015). Relevant for our 

approach in Chapter 3, CNNs have also been successfully applied to pixel labeling tasks including 

image denoising (Zhang et al., 2017). 

While several methods have used machine learning approaches for contact prediction, none 

of these have taken advantage of the full power of advances in the field of NNs. metaPSICOV, the 

best performing contact prediction method in the CASP experiment held during 2014, uses an NN 

to predict contacts from a set of features including contact predictions from three different 

covariation-based methods (Jones et al., 2014; Monastyrskyy et al., 2016). However, it operates 

by looking at each contact individually in order to make predictions, ignoring the spatial context. 

In 2004, Hamilton et al. did develop a neural network-based approach that used the 5x5 correlation 

matrix, based on the correlation method of Göbel et al., centered at each position to predict 

contacts; however, it was fundamentally limited given both the use of correlations and available 

data at the time (Göbel et al., 1994; Hamilton et al., 2004). 
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In Chapter 3 we approach contact prediction from evolutionary couplings as a pixel-level 

image labeling task, applying a CNN to improve the contact predictions generated by noisy 

coevolution data and taking advantage of the power of CNNs to select features and integrate over 

context. Our method, DeepContact significantly improves the precision/recall behavior of contact 

prediction, especially for proteins with relatively few identifiable sequence homologs, while 

simultaneously transforming hard to interpret coupling scores into probabilities. Additionally, we 

take advantage of the feature detection properties of CNNs, visualizing the learned filters in order 

to investigate patterns in evolutionary couplings and their relationship to structure. 

 

1.7. Conclusions and outline of work to be presented 

Developments in covariation-based protein residue-residue contact prediction have 

revolutionized the field of de novo protein structure prediction over the last decade, vastly 

improving the field of contact prediction and being incorporated into mainstream structure 

prediction pipelines such as Rosetta (Ovchinnikov et al., 2015; Ovchinnikov et al., 2017). The 

primary advancement has been in the inference of directly interacting residues from noisy residue-

residue covariation data, such that these methods are now powerful enough to generate accurate 

structures across a variety of macromolecules of interest. With an ever-increasing amount of 

genomic and proteomic data it is likely that this trend will continue. Still, despite the many 

successes of covariation-based approaches, many sequences of interest remain out of reach due to 

a lack of sufficient homologous sequences or challenges in inferring couplings due to particular 

sequence characteristics. Here, we present two approaches enabling covariation-based contact 

prediction for previously unresolvable sequences. 
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First, in Chapter 2 we present work developing covariation-based contact prediction to 

address the specific challenges of inferring couplings from intrinsically disordered sequences. We 

validate our approach on a set of flexible and disordered proteins with experimental evidence for 

structured states. We then apply it to assess the structural potential for a large set of disordered 

regions within the human proteome, finding that many predicted IDRs show constraints indicating 

a clear propensity for structural states. 

Next, in Chapter 3 we present our method, DeepContact, which uses the power of recent 

developments in modern machine learning (ML) to extract more information from the noisy and 

error-prone evolutionary couplings that result from the many protein sequences with few 

identifiable sequence homologues. Previous covariation-based methods do not use knowledge 

from the tens of thousands of determined protein structures - we incorporate this knowledge by 

treating contact prediction as a pixel-level labeling task. DeepContact uses information from the 

patterns of couplings and corresponding contacts for thousands of experimental determined 

structures to learn coupling and constraint motifs from the known structures. We show that 

DeepContact significantly boosts the precision/recall performance for contact prediction while 

also learning patterns of evolutionary constraint underlying protein structures and facilitating 

deeper investigation into the evolutionary rules of protein structure. 

Lastly, Chapter 4 presents conclusions, future directions, and some of the potential research 

opportunities that lie ahead.  
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Chapter 2. Predicting structured states of disordered proteins from genomic sequence 

Adapted from Toth-Petroczy, A.*, Palmedo, P.*, Ingraham, J., Hopf, T.A., Berger, B., Sander, C. 

and Marks, D.S., 2016. Structured states of disordered proteins from genomic sequences. Cell, 

167(1), pp.158-170. 

* These authors contributed equally to this work. 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Many, if not most, proteins can adopt alternative functional conformations and around half 

of all human proteins contain regions of at least 40 residues classified as disordered by a number 

of different bioinformatic methods (Oates et al., 2012; van der Lee et al., 2014) (Figure 2.1) 

including many transcription factors with hundreds of so-called disordered regions. 

Conformational heterogeneity has long been recognized as necessary for protein function 

(Koshland, 1959; Monod et al., 1963; Perutz, 1970) and is associated with diverse cellular 

functions including metabolism, gene regulation, signaling, and molecular transport, spurring 

growing interest in so-called disordered and low-complexity sequences (Bah et al., 2015; Ferreon 

et al., 2013; Motlagh et al., 2014; Tokuriki and Tawfik, 2009; Uversky and Dunker, 2010; Wells 

et al., 2008; Wright and Dyson, 2015). Most recently, low complexity sequences have also been 

associated with physiological prion-like polymers that form hydrogels and membrane-less 

compartments, such as Fus and hnRNPA2 (Hyman et al., 2014; Kato et al., 2012; Kwon et al., 

2013; Patel et al., 2015). However, protein flexibility and alternative conformations are also 

associated with pathologies characterized by alternative folding or illicit polymerization, such as 

cancer, diabetes, and neurodegenerative disorders (Knowles et al., 2014; Lorenzo et al., 1994; 

Patel et al., 2015) and it remains unclear the extent to which these alternate states may have  
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Figure 2.1. Co-evolutionary analysis of disordered segments in the human proteome.  

First, we identify contiguous regions of disorder; secondly, we search for similar sequences and select robust 

alignments; thirdly, we calculate evolutionary couplings for each alignment using an updated algorithm to compute  

significant long-range ECs and secondary structure propensity from short-range ECs; finally, we assess these 

predictions to reveal the likelihood of secondary and tertiary structure (2.4. Methods). 
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physiological functions or functional impacts. 

Unfortunately, the flexibility of proteins presents a challenge for traditional and even state-

of-the-art methods of experimental and computational investigation as discussed in Chapter 1. This 

potentially leaves many of the functions and 3D structures of flexible proteins out of reach, which 

is of particular importance given their significant role in several active areas of research 

(Iakoucheva et al., 2002). 

Previous computational work has focused on classifying sequences as disordered or not, 

with the bioinformatic algorithms that predict disorder typically being based on sequence bias that 

has in turn been learned from experimental evidence from CD or NMR spectra (Alexander et al., 

2009; Knowles et al., 2014; Mittag et al., 2008; Sambashivan et al., 2005; Tokuriki and Tawfik, 

2009; Tompa, 2002; Uversky and Dunker, 2010; Wells et al., 2008; Wright and Dyson, 2015). 

Alternative approaches estimate a disorder score based on the estimated pairwise energy content 

of the amino-acids (Dosztanyi et al., 2005). A small minority of proteins considered disordered 

have been observed experimentally with these being sampled from a spectrum of structured-ness. 

These observations range from seeing solely secondary structure propensity (Fuxreiter et al., 2004; 

Uversky et al., 2002), to transient ensembles, through to more stable order in specific conditions, 

for instance when binding a ligand, a protein, DNA, RNA or post-translational modification (Bah 

et al., 2015; Baker et al., 2007; Hurley et al., 2007; Tompa and Fuxreiter, 2008). 

Across this spectrum of different types of structural plasticity, most often it is only after 

observing the proteins of interest in the relevant conditions that one can make the distinction – 

based on known parameters one would not be able to predict which proteins have been observed 

structurally. This makes disorder a challenging definition, as a priori to experimental observation 
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of a structural state given a particular condition there is little distinction. This leads many to 

confuse a definition based on whether a state has been observed with one based on an inherent 

property of the protein or region. As discussed in Chapter 1, a definition based on an observed 

state is meaningless – a much more functional definition is based on the fact that in native 

conditions disordered proteins sample a variety of conformations. This more consistent definition 

importantly says nothing about a particular constrained functional state and does not preclude a 

disordered region or sequence from occupying a particular conformation under particular 

conditions. 

Still, except for a tiny percentage of cases (~ 1%), we do not know whether apparently 

disordered proteins can take on ordered states in vivo (Frederick et al., 2015) and the conditions 

for functional and structural experiments are unlikely to be known a priori for the vast majority. 

In the extreme, so-called fuzzy complexes have functional disordered regions that have been 

confirmed even when in their bound states (Tompa and Fuxreiter, 2008). Certainly properties of 

disordered sequences can lead to function without taking on a particular conformation, as in the 

case of flexible linker regions or in cases where biochemical properties such as charge can even 

lead to a specific interaction or association without requiring a particular conformation (Borgia et 

al., 2018). While it is possible that some disordered regions of proteins remain intrinsically 

disordered in all of their physiological states (Guharoy et al., 2015), there may be many disordered 

regions that have specific, but as yet uncharacterized, conformations in vivo. 

By exploiting the recent advances in predicting tertiary contacts and 3D structures from 

sequence alignments discussed in Chapter 2, we sought to uncover what evolutionary information 

from protein sequences alone could reveal about 2D and 3D structural states of low complexity 

sequences or proteins considered disordered (Hopf et al., 2012; Livesay et al., 2012; Marks et al., 
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2011; Morcos et al., 2013; Morcos et al., 2011; Thompson and Baker, 2011; Weinreb et al., 2016). 

This is an orthogonal approach to the typical biophysical methods, as we do not make any 

assumptions about the conditions under which proteins take on a particular conformation. Rather, 

we rely on the fact that functionally important conformations will face evolutionary pressure to be 

maintained without regard to the conditions under which, or the percentage of the time that, these 

states are occupied. In fact, we made no assumption that the proteins or regions take on any 

structural constraint in vivo and used co-evolutionary analysis of thousands of genomic sequences 

to predict the likelihood of structural constraints of the human disordered proteome. The approach 

builds on recent successful attempts to predict 3D structures from natural sequence variation (Hopf 

et al., 2012; Hopf et al., 2014; Marks et al., 2011; Morcos et al., 2013; Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; 

Weinreb et al., 2016) and here we develop statistical methods crucial for the applicability to low-

complexity sequences. Although work has previously reported alternative residue contacts for 

alternative states (Hopf et al., 2012; Morcos et al., 2013), this is the first report of a systematic 

exploration of alternative and disordered states in the human proteome. 

Here, we develop the evolutionary coupling (EC) method to analyze protein sequences 

predicted or known to be disordered. As a validation, we first present the results of the method on 

a retrospective prediction set consisting of disordered proteins with experimental evidence of 

structural states. We follow this with de novo predictions for a set of apparently-disordered regions 

that were assembled from all human proteins. Our computational inference is based only on 

sequence co-variation, identifies accurate secondary (2D) and tertiary (globular, 3D) structural 

constraints for the retrospective set and predicts evidence of 2D or 3D structural constraints for 

over 90% of disordered regions in the human proteome that are currently amenable to the method. 

The biggest barrier to our approach remains the lack of a sufficient number of sequences to perform 
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the analysis for many proteins, as well as an inability to align some low-complexity sequences. 

 

2.2. Results  

Method development 

We surveyed all human proteins for disorder using standard methods (Dosztanyi et al., 

2005) finding that around 50% of human proteins have disordered regions of more than 30 

residues, with 3585 proteins containing 4543 continuous disordered segments longer than 100 

residues (Figures 2.1 and 2.2; 2.4. Methods). In particular, we used the method IUPred which 

relies on the total interresidue interaction energies of a protein. We chose this method due to both 

its basis in biophysical principles and to avoid issues around training sets for machine-learning 

based approaches that may have trained on sequences within our test set; however, our approach 

is not dependent on the particular disorder prediction method. Our hypothesis was that despite a 

total inter-residue interaction energy suggesting that the proteins are unable to form sufficient 

contacts to stabilize a structure, some of these proteins may have 3D structures in specific 

conditions, or alternatively exist in an ensemble of states in any particular condition but have a 

functional conformation among the ensemble. 

In order to compute the structural propensity, we developed the evolutionary couplings 

method in three areas: 

 

(i) Sequence alignments. 

First, we conducted systematic iterative alignments using jackhmmer at a range of 

inclusion thresholds (Johnson et al., 2010). Interestingly, jackhmmer assumes a one-to-one 

correspondence between amino acids in the original query sequence and the final alignment. As 
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Figure 2.2. Discovering evolutionary signal for conformations of flexible and disordered proteins. 

Pipeline: We applied the evolutionary couplings method on ~4500 100-300 residues long disordered regions of the 

human proteome. First, we created high-quality alignments and judged the number of sequences and the robustness 

of the alignment. The alignment robustness score represents the agreement of the amino acid composition of the 

alignment columns after different rounds of re-alignment iterations. Then we applied a maximum entropy model to 

identify evolutionarily coupled pairs of columns in the alignments as described previously (Marks et al., 2011). We 

inferred the parameters of our model using penalized Maximum Likelihood with a pseudo-likelihood approximation 

(Ekeberg et al., 2013; Hopf et al., 2014) and excluded gap states from the calculation of the likelihoods (plmC, code 

available on Github). Then we assessed the significance of ECs based on a statistical model of scores. We automated 

the detection of significant EC pairs using a mixture model distribution providing consistency across all proteins. 
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Figure 2.2. (Continued) 

Using local ECs, we calculated the propensity for α-helical and β-strand secondary structure elements (2.4. Methods). 

Based on the predicted 2D and 3D constraints, we proposed the structural constraints of a protein and predicted the 

residue-level secondary structure propensities and long-range residue-residue contacts. We can determine whether 

there is evolutionary signal for ordered states. 

Example: Proteasome subunit 4 (PTM4_HUMAN). We define disordered regions using a sequence-based predictor, 

IUPred. First, we searched Uniprot for homologous proteins and created alignments. Then we tested the robustness of 

the alignment after different numbers of re-alignment iterations. If the alignment converged after 9 to 11 iterations, 

we proceeded with the evolutionary coupling calculations. We fit the distribution of the ECs with a Gaussian-

lognormal mixture model and determined a significance threshold. We applied the novel secondary structure 

propensity score to predict helices and strands along the sequence. We judged our prediction against known 

experimental structures if available. 

 

discussed in Section 1.4.5., jackhmmer performs an iterative search building a new HMM after 

each iteration and uses that HMM to search the database on the next iteration. This iterative nature 

means that there is always the potential for it to jump to an unrelated family in the case where we 

have gone too far in sequence space. Therefore, at each inclusion threshold it was necessary to 

verify that the HMM still matched the query sequence. Still, many of the alignments looked as 

though they may be arbitrary, which is to be expected when there are high substitution rates 

(Brown et al., 2010) and low-complexity amino acid composition that is one of the hallmarks of 

disorder classification. Still the success of the co-evolutionary model for residue interactions 

depends critically on the quality of the sequence alignment; the co-evolutionary model is in fact 

just fitting the first and second order moments. In line with this concern, downstream EC inference 

on many of the suspicious alignments was extremely sensitive to the homology search parameters 

used to generate the alignments. The challenge becomes to develop criteria that measure alignment 
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uncertainty. The alignment robustness score represents the agreement of the amino acid 

composition of the alignment columns after different rounds of re-alignment iterations, confirming 

that the input to the EC inference is consistent and stable (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). We therefore 

developed a pipeline that fetches and aligns sequences across a range of parameters, requiring a 

stable alignment as a condition for coupling calculations. Under these conditions we found that 

1469 (32%) segments had alignments with sufficient numbers of similar sequences (> 5L 

sequences after redundancy reduction, where L is the length of the sequence) and coverage to 

move forward with the analysis and 965 (21%) of these had alignments that additionally passed 

the robustness test. 

 

(ii) EC inference and statistical score. 

We modified a previously published EC inference method for determining accurate 3D 

constraints from sequences (Hopf et al., 2014; Marks et al., 2011; Morcos et al., 2011) so that gaps 

in the sequence alignment are excluded in the calculation in a self-consistent way. Gap removal is 

particularly critical for the evaluation of local, short range, evolutionary couplings that are 

otherwise dominated by noise created by gap-gap correlations. Here after filtering out columns 

with too many gaps (see 2.4. Methods) we treat gaps as missing information. Next, to assess the 

quality of the inferred evolutionary couplings we defined a statistical confidence measure based 

on the EC score distribution (without using any structural information).  The distribution is 

approximated by a Gaussian-lognormal mixture model and we defined the tail of the distribution 

as those scores that have >90% probability of belonging to the lognormal component. ECs in this 

tail are defined as high probability. This is significant in that it allows us to determine proteins that 

do not have sufficient significant ECs to constrain a 3D structure, whereas previous analyses take 
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a fixed number of top ECs from the rank-ordered list always resulting in the same number of ECs. 

 

(iii) Fold probability. 

We assessed how likely the protein (or region) was to have some three-dimensional fold(s) 

by using the number of high probability long-range ECs computed from the alignment, based on 

the statistical cutoff from above, in proportion to the length. This allows us to consider that proteins 

can be disordered and that disordered proteins will have fewer, or a lack of, significant ECs and 

takes the number of significant ECs per length to be a proxy for evolutionary structural constraint. 

Similarly, we identified propensity towards secondary structures in disordered proteins without 

relying on standard secondary structure prediction methods (Yachdav et al., 2014) as these are 

trained on predominantly ordered sequences. Here we considered the relative strength of local ECs 

((i to i+3) and (i to i+4) for α-helices, and (i to i+2) for β-strands) after adjusting for overall 

magnitude of ECs for each protein (Figure 2.3). This relies on helix and sheet geometry, a notion 

that is confirmed by ECs calculated across more than 2800 PFAM families. Given the different 

scales of the EC distributions for individual proteins, set by the average i+1 ECs, to make them 

comparable we regressed each of the average i+2, i+3, i+4, and i+5 ECs against the average i+1 

ECs across all of the PFAM families. After residualizing the average i+2, i+3, i+4, and i+5 ECs 

against the i+1 ECs we see the emergence of expected relationships given secondary structure 

geometry and propensities. The residualized i+2 and i+3 ECs are negatively correlated, the 

residualized i+3 and i+4 ECs are positively correlated, and the residualized i+4 and i+5 ECs are 

uncorrelated (Figures 2.3 and 2.4; 2.4. Methods). This fits with the intuition that beta proteins 

with primarily β-strands will have high relative i+2 ECs, whereas proteins primarily consisting of 

α-helices will have high relative i+3 and i+4 ECs. 
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Figure 2.3. (A) Secondary structure propensity score reflects helical and strand geometry. Schematic 

representation of α-helical and β-strand geometries (left). Correlation of mean neighboring EC scores (i.e. i+2 and 

i+3) across ~3800 PFAM families before and after residualizing for i+1 scores (right) demonstrate that mean i+3 and 

i+4 scores remain correlated even after correcting for the mean i+1 score in each PFAM family (2.4 Methods). (B) 

Prediction set disorder distribution and validation set precisions by disorder. Our prediction set is representative 

of disordered segments in the human proteome, with disorder score only slightly biasing the probability that an 

alignment contains enough sequences for EC analysis. Overall performance in predicting experimental contacts for 

the 83 proteins with known structures with varying overall disorder (fraction of disordered residues marked as blue 

gradient). 

 

Retrospective prediction:  ECs capture known states of structural plasticity 

We next tested, completely blindly, whether evolutionary couplings can capture the 
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secondary (2D) and tertiary (globular, 3D) states of proteins that have been observed in an ordered 

conformation but also have experimental evidence of disorder. We assembled a set of 83 proteins 

that contain disordered regions (45 proteins) or conformational changes (38 proteins) and have 

robust alignments - an additional 13 disordered regions were filtered out based on our alignment 

quality criteria. These proteins included examples ranging from relatively simple conformational 

changes to those with evidence of complete disorder unless bound to a ligand or partner. 

Importantly, the disordered regions within this set differ from other disordered sequences only in 

that they happen to have been captured in a particular conformation under particular conditions. 

Without knowledge of the experimental evidence there would not be any criteria to distinguish 

them from other disordered sequences. 

Over all the proteins tested 79% of the ECs were close in the corresponding known 

structures (Figure 2.3, Figure 2.4A), which is comparable to the prediction accuracy for ECs of 

well-ordered proteins previously published (Marks et al., 2011), and  97% (37/38) of the proteins 

with known alternative conformations have high confidence ECs that correspond to contacts 

unique to at least one conformation (Figure 2.5A). Since the secondary structure prediction 

approach is novel, we tested our method blindly on over 2800 independent domain families with 

known structures resulting in precisions of 86% for α-helices and 52% for β-strands (Figure 2.4A). 

We noted that we tend to over-predict β-strands, which could be due to a combination of under-

annotation, multimer signals, and less evolutionary constraint. This is particularly unsurprising 

given that β-sheets are stabilized by contacts between β-strands and thus much of the constraint 

should be between β-strands as opposed to within an individual β-strand. As such the ECs between 

β-strands form a characteristic checkerboard pattern, to be explored in further detail in Chapter 3. 

This would suggest that prediction of β-strands would be greatly improved by incorporating  
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Figure 2.4. Experimentally determined states of flexible proteins are captured by evolutionary couplings. 

(A) Overall performance predicting experimental contacts for a set of 83 flexible and disordered proteins with known 

structures for significant long-range ECs (left panel) and precision of the secondary structure propensity scores on a 

per residue basis for a set of over 3800 PFAM families and our validation set of 83 flexible and disordered proteins 

with known structures (right panel). For residues with a propensity score suggesting both α-helix and β-strand we took 

these residues to be α-helical given stronger evolutionary constraint; red-dashed lines show the decreased precision 

including these calls in β-strand as well. (B) Peptidyl carrier protein (PCP) undergoes large conformational changes, 

including the repacking of its helices, upon cofactor binding (left: apo form, 2gdy; right: holo form, 2gdx). ECs reflect 
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Figure 2.4. (Continued) 

interactions between helix1 and helix2 (magenta circle, only in apo 3D structure) as well as helix1 and helix4 (blue 

circle, only in holo 3D structure). Many residue-residue distances change substantially between the two 

conformations. For example, there is strong coupling between residues K18 and E58, which form a salt bridge in the 

apo form, while they are >20 Å apart in the holo form. Our secondary structure propensity score predicts all 4 helices 

of PCP, the third being present only in the intermediate state between the apo and holo form (2gdw). (C) ECs agree 

with a known conformational switch in the chloride ion channel protein (CLIC1) undergoes redox condition dependent 

conformational switch, including α-helix to β-strand transitions. 

 

information about longer-range contacts in addition to patterns in the short-range ECs. Still, the 

performance of our secondary structure prediction approach indicates that local ECs contain 

significant information that previously has been ignored. 

 

Alternative states. 

Our EC approach successfully predicts alternative structural states. The peptidyl carrier 

protein (PCP) undergoes large conformational changes when it binds its cofactor, 4’-

phosphopantheine, resulting in two distinct states that have been captured by NMR (Koglin et al., 

2006). The ECs capture contacts that remain the same in the two structures, those that are unique 

to the holo, co-factor bound form (16 pairs), and those unique to the apo-form of PCP (5 pairs), 

(Figures 2.4B and 2.5A). Folding the protein with the EVfold pipeline results in a structure similar 

to an average of the 2 structures, and most similar to a 3rd structure where the protein is captured 

in a transition state (PDB: 2gdz (Koglin et al., 2006)).  In contrast, folding PCP using ECs that are 

satisfied in all conformations together with those unique to each structure in turn gives 3D all-

atom structures that are 2.5-3 Å Cα rmsd from each of the respective crystal structures (PDB: 2gdy  
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Figure 2.5. Prediction accuracy for proteins with alternative states (38 proteins).  

(A) Comparison of alternative structural states. The fractions of contacts (number of contacts are indicated above 

the bars) that are unique to the first (dark grey) or second (light grey) conformations. Unique contacts were defined as 

residue-residue distances <5Å in one conformation and >8Å in the other conformation. (B) Overall performance in 

predicting alternative contacts. The fraction of false positives that are actually true positives in the alternative 

conformation (blue bars - considering only the first conformation (dark grey in a)); and pink bars - considering the 

second conformation only (light grey in a)). For instance 100% means that all the false positive ECs mapped on one 
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Figure 2.5. (Continued) 

conformation are actually true contacts in the other conformation. Overall true positive rates are shown as yellow stars 

(considering both states). (C) Highlighted structural details of 4 proteins. Left panel: overlay of the two structures. 

Middle panel: unique contacts of the first structure. Right panel: unique contacts of the second structure. Unique ECs 

of the first and second structures are pink and blue spheres respectively; common ECs are yellow circles, while false 

positive ECs are black empty circles. Secondary structure annotations (by dssp) are drawn for the first and second 

structures as pink and blue cartoons. TP ECs were calculated on the overlapping regions of the structure only (black 

box in left panel). Regions that are missing from the experimental structure are colored with grey background. The 

contact maps and predicted ECs for all proteins in our dataset are available on the web supplement 

(https://marks.hms.harvard.edu/disorder/). 

 

(Koglin et al., 2006) (apo) and PDB: 2gdx (Koglin et al., 2006) (holo)). This shows that the 

respective ECs are sufficient to constrain the specific alternate functional fold. Correspondingly, 

local ECs capture alternative secondary structure elements. With PCP, ECs predict helix 3 (H3) 

that is unique to the transition state (Figure 2.4B) and strand and helix alternatives in the Chloride 

intracellular channel protein (CLIC1) (Figures 2.4C and 2.5C). 

 

Disorder to 2D and 3D. 

Next, we tested the ability of the method to identify 2D and 3D contacts of disordered 

proteins where structural information has been observed under specific conditions. Most of the 

significant ECs matched residues that were close in the observed conformations (Figure 2.6). Two 

of the most accurate predictions were for the disordered domain of the transcription factor Lef-1 

(Love et al., 2004) where ECs perfectly recapitulate 73 contacts of the folded state (Figure 2.7A) 

and for the disordered domain of the chaperone Calnexin, where ECs recapitulate contacts 

observed in the crystal structure (Schrag et al., 2001; Williams, 2006) in the extended arm of a 
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Figure 2.6. Blind prediction of 3D contacts of disordered proteins with known structures captured by 

evolutionary couplings (30 proteins).  

Contact maps of all disordered proteins in our dataset that were captured in a 3D conformation (28 proteins). Contacts 

in experimental structures are shown as grey spheres, predicted contact are shown as pink spheres. False positive ECs 

are shown as empty circles. True positive rates (TP) are indicated above each contact map plot. Predicted disorder 
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Figure 2.6. (Continued) 

scores (by IUPred) are shown as blue color gradient in the background. Uniprot ids and PDB codes and chains are as 

follows: RS12_ECOLI (3j0e_F), MYT1L_RAT (1pxe_A), RS19_ECOLI (2ykr_S), O66683_AQUAE (1rp3_B), 

Q8G9G1_STRPY (2x5p_A), GRB14_HUMAN (2auh_B), RL27_ECOLI (3j5l_W), STMN4_RAT (3ryc_E), 

CALX_CANFA (1jhn_A), HMGB1_HUMAN (2yrq_A), RWDD1_HUMAN (2ebm_A), ICAL_RAT (3df0_C), 

RL33_ECOLI (3j5l_1), CYBP_MOUSE (2jtt_C), LEF1_MOUSE (2lef_A), CREB1_RAT (1kdx_B), RSEA_ECOLI 

(3m4w_E), TAT_HV1BR (1jfw_A), CDN1B_HUMAN (1jsu_C) , CBP_MOUSE (1kbh_B), MAX_HUMAN 

(1nkp_B), CADH1_MOUSE (1i7w_B), H11L_CHICK (1ghc_A), NKX31_HUMAN (2l9r_A), SMBP_NITEU 

(3u8v_A), IPP2_MOUSE (2o8a_I), HMGA1_HUMAN (2ezf_A), CPLX1_HUMAN (3rl0_g), RD23A_HUMAN 

(1qze_A), NUCL_HUMAN (2fc8_A). 

 

chaperone wrapping around the substrate molecule, including the observed β-strands (Figure 

2.7B).  

In the third example, we were able to identify 3D contacts arising during chaperone bound 

folding of phoA, the dynamics of which were recently captured using state-of-art relaxation NMR 

experiments (2mlx/y/z (Saio et al., 2014). In the reducing environment of the cytosol, phoA is 

disordered (Saio et al., 2014) and it only folds when oxidized.  The alignment of ~ 3095 sequences 

had 111 significant ECs, coinciding largely with contacts in the globular, oxidized structures 

(PDB: 1aja (Dealwis et al., 1995). However, there are also 3 pairs of significant ECs for contacts 

that are made only in the chaperone bound “unfolded state” and that are more distant in the folded 

protein (Figure 2.7C). Importantly, these results suggest that this chaperone bound state seen in 

the NMR experiments may be under selection. This would indicate that the fold evolved such that 

the chaperone is an important driver of the functional conformation. 

Since some disordered proteins are known to have folds when they co-fold with their 

binding partners, we also tested whether the signal from ECs was improved by using a joint  
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Figure 2.7. Evolutionary couplings predict close residues in known ordered states of disordered proteins.  

(A) ECs (pink circles) perfectly recapitulate the experimental contacts (grey circles- residue-residue distance <5 Å) 

of the folded, DNA-bound state of Lef-1 that is partially unstructured in the absence of DNA (2lef, Precision=1.00). 

(B) ECs predict the overall contact map of Calnexin chaperone, including the disordered luminal domain, which only 

folds when binding unfolded glycoprotein (1jhn, Precision=0.58). (C) phoA has been captured experimentally in the 

folded state (1aja) and unfolded state when bound to a chaperone (2mlz) (left panel). ECs capture contacts that are 

unique to the folded state (pink circles) and some unique to the unfolded state (blue circles) (middle panel). 

Specifically two pairs of ECs predict residue pairs that are only close in the “unfolded” state (between 416D-423S, 

and 406P-411A, ~16 and ~13 Å apart in the folded state and 3.8 and 2 Å apart in the unfolded state) (right panel). 
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multiple sequence alignment of a pair of proteins that bind, specifically the case of anti-σ factor 

FlgM bound to σ 28(Sorenson et al., 2004). The ECs calculated on the whole complex alignment, 

rather than on FlgM alone, more accurately capture FlgM’s internal contacts suggesting that the 

information for the structured fold of FlgM is partly encoded in the protein’s partner, σ 28 (Figure 

2.8). This example reinforces that when two or more binding partners are coevolving, it could 

become important to condition on all of the sequences involved. This observation has implications 

for de novo, real world predictions suggesting caution on the interpretation of a lack of signal for 

either secondary or tertiary contacts; i.e. structured states may exist but be invisible to evolutionary 

coupling analysis unless the biomolecular partner is included in the statistical analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Prediction of FlgM in complex with Sigma 28 improves accuracy. 

Anti-σ factor, FlgM is disordered in solution and forms an extended α-helical structure upon binding σ factor 28 (PDB 
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Figure 2.8. (Continued) 

id 1rp3) (Sorenson et al., 2004). In order to capture intermolecular constraints between FlgM and sigma 28, ECs were 

calculated from a concatenated alignment of the two proteins (O66683_AQUAE and O67268_AQUAE) (Hopf et al., 

2014). High-ranking ECs correspond to intermolecular contacts (left panel – significant ECs for monomer FlgM; right 

panel – significant ECs for complex alignments) and predict the binding interface of helix 3 and 4. Notably, complex 

based intra-molecular ECs for both FlgM and sigma 28 more accurately capture the internal contacts, suggesting that 

the information for the fold of the one protein is encoded also in the protein partner (TP ECs are 0.55 vs. 0.71 and 

0.73 vs. 0.79). 

 

Despite the high correspondence of EC pairs to observed close residues, there are some 

significant ECs involving residue pairs that are not close in the experimentally captured states (~ 

20%, Figure 2.4A). These false positives may reflect constraints that are not the result of 

monomeric residue proximity, for instance multimers, ligand and other biomolecular interactions 

as discussed previously (Marks et al., 2011). It remains to be seen if these represent ‘true’ false 

positives or residues that are close in, as yet, unseen conformations and in two of the cases seen 

here, there is additional experimental support for these putative alternative states suggested by the 

ECs (Figure 2.9). This challenge in interpreting false positives also represents the power of our 

approach: while it is currently not possible to survey all functional conformations from the 

conformational landscape, in theory our method does just that for all conformations under 

selection. Some false-positives are certainly due to noise and the difficulty in finding and aligning 

related sequences; however, many may be true signals of some sort suggesting that patterns of 

false-positives are worth exploring as alternative functional conformations (Anishchenko et al., 

2017). 
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Figure 2.9. EVFold predictions of novel states of disordered proteins.  

(A) Protein phosphatase 1 inhibitor 2 (IPP2_MOUSE), a disordered regulator, binds to its complex partner via three 

anchoring regions (residues12-17, 44-56, and 148-151), while the rest of the molecule remains invisible in the crystal 

structure (blue shading). ECs predict the existence of the helical anchors, as well as the long-range interactions 

between these regions. (B) Predicted contact map of p27 (CDN1B_HUMAN) reveals alternative states that are not 

compatible with the bound structure and might form when free or bound to another partner. (C) Rev protein of HIV 

(REV_HV1H3) was captured experimentally in a dimeric state that is corroborated by the EC map, which has contacts 
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Figure 2.9. (Continued) 

for the helix-helix packing and the dimer contacts of the experimental structure (3lph). Additionally, possible multimer 

contacts may explain the higher order oligomerization of Rev. The C-terminal, invisible in experiments thus far, has 

signal for helical structure and has long-range evolutionary constraints indicative of a folded state (predicted 3D 

model, C, right). 

 

Some proteins may have additional states. 

Some proteins in the validation set have ECs that suggest an additional structural state. To 

be conservative we still count these ECs as false positives in the overall evaluation even though 

some have evidence supporting additional as yet unobserved states.   A few high ranked ECs in 

the protein phosphatase inhibitor II (PPI2) are between residues distant in the structure of the 

bound inhibitor (PDB: 2o8a (Hurley et al., 2007), but consistent with observations made in NMR 

studies of its free state, where contacts between regions 140-150 and 65-75 are observed 

(Dancheck et al., 2008; Marsh and Forman-Kay, 2012) (Figure 2.9A). Similarly, ECs between the 

two helices of the LH domain in the disordered p27KIP1 protein (a cyclin dependent kinase 

inhibitor) are distant in the structure of p27KIP1 bound to cyclin A (PDB: 1jsu (Russo et al., 1996)) 

(Figure 2.9B). However, the regular pattern of consecutive pairs suggests the antiparallel helical-

packing arrangement is evolutionarily conserved. 

The ECs for the HIV Rev protein recapitulate the known 3D structure of the N terminal 

region, including multimer contacts seen in a number of experimental structures (Daugherty et al., 

2010; Jayaraman et al., 2014) (black and yellow ovals, Figure 2.9C). This includes a number of 

pairs (e.g. F21-R58) that are only close when Rev is bound to the RRE (Rev response element) in 

HIV (Daugherty et al., 2010; Jayaraman et al., 2014). A high ranked EC residue pair between the 

N and C-terminal domains, S61-S112, and a number of other clustered ECs are consistent with 
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additional multimer contacts (yellow ovals, Figure 2.9C). We also predict ECs that form a network 

of tertiary contacts and well-defined secondary structure in the C terminal region of Rev – so far 

unseen in experimental structures. 

To explore possible 3D states of p27, PPI2 and Rev we computed 3D models using distance 

constraints from long range ECs and secondary structure prediction from local ECs (Figure 2.9). 

These predicted structures have EC-derived contacts that could be salt-bridges, and in the case of 

PPI2 bring together a region close to the putative phosphorylation switch. 

These examples support the contention that some high-confidence false positives may in 

fact represent additional functional conformations that are under selection. 

 

No 3D signal. 

PSMD4 (Rpn10/S5a) is a di-ubiquitin binding protein and part of the 19S regulatory 

proteasome that captures substrates with two ubiquitin-interacting motifs (UIMs). We do not 

predict any long range contacts, agreeing with the NMR structures of PSMD4 bound to di-

ubiquitin (PDB: 2kde (Zhang et al., 2009)) (Dikic et al., 2009). Nevertheless our short range ECs 

predict the α-helices of PSMD4 seen in the NMR structures and the top two ECs (Q292-Q296, 

A290-S294) of PSMD4 lie in a helical segment that binds ubiquitin (Figure 2.10A) (Walters, 

2005), suggesting that local enrichment of couplings can capture functional residues in this 

disordered domain. Intrinsically disordered bovine HMGN2 has been explored using methyl-based 

NMR to assess its binding to histones and DNA (Kato et al., 2011) and we do not see signal for 

long distance contacts in this region despite a signal for some β-strands. Similarly, there is an 

absence of 3D signal in the C-terminal end (110-210) of the H1.0 histone while we accurately 

predict 3D and 2D signal from ECs in the N terminal region (42-110) matching the known structure 
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of the linker histone domain (PDB: 1ghc (Cerf et al., 1994)) (Figure 2.10B).  In summary, this set 

of retrospective predictions (83 protein regions), demonstrates both that high-confidence ECs are 

generally accurate whether in 3D or 2D and that the lack of 3D signal from ECs often coincides 

with proteins where experimental evidence supports the lack of definable structure (Figures 2.6 

and 2.8). 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Accurate prediction of structure without long-range contacts.  

(A) The experimental 3D structure of PSMD4 in complex with di-ubiquitin (2kdf) has no long-range contacts between 

the helices ensuring he separation of the two ubiquitin interacting motifs (UIMs) (top). Consistent with this, there are 

not any ECs between residues distance in chain, but nevertheless local ECs identify the helices formed when bound 

to ubiquitin as well as a weaker signal for possible β-strands. (B) ECs (pink circles) match the known contacts (grey 

circles) in the structure of the N terminal end of the histone H1.1 (1ghc, (P08287)) but do not predict long-in-chain 

contacts in the C terminal tail, consistent with observations that the histone tail is flexible in vivo. Secondary structure 

prediction of C terminal region suggests β-strands. 
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Evolutionary signal for amyloid and non-native states. 

For the functional amyloid curlin, csgA, in E. coli we see strong secondary structure 

propensity signal for β-strands along the length. Here, long-range significant ECs match previously 

predicted pairs of β-sheet hydrogen-bonded residues in the amyloid of csgA (Tian et al., 2015). 

We cannot exclude the possibility that some of the evolutionary constraints that lie in parallel to 

the diagonal are artifacts of the repeat nature of the sequences. Nevertheless, additional antiparallel 

clusters of ECs in the middle of each repeat together with β-strand signal from local ECs are 

consistent with previously proposed amyloid organization (Figure 2.11) (Tian et al., 2015).  

Similarly, there is a distinctive pattern of ECs in the N terminal disordered region of FUS, a gene 

associated with both oncogenesis and the pathogenesis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). 

Local ECs predict β-strands consistent with reports that this region may have a propensity to form 

functional β-strand fibrils (Figure 2.11) (Kato et al., 2012). In contrast, ECs predict only α-helical 

secondary structure for alpha-synuclein, and no strong β-strand propensity. This prediction is 

therefore not in agreement with a β-hairpin observed in a structure of alpha-synuclein observed 

bound to an engineered protein (PDB ID:  4bxl (Mirecka et al., 2014)). However, our prediction 

is in agreement with the α-helices seen in most of the structural experiments including the micelle-

bound, partially folded conformations of α-synuclein captured by NMR and EPR (PDB ID: 2kkw 

(Rao et al., 2010)) (Figure 2.11). These results suggest that evolutionary information may be 

useful to explore the propensity of amyloid formation and further work should specialize in 

determining signals for higher order structure formation. 

One complication is that we cannot determine whether the β-strand patterns we observe 

are due to positive or negative selection based on this analysis. This is important due to the debate 
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in the field around the selective pressures on β-strands, particularly in regard to avoiding 

aggregation (Richardson and Richardson, 2002). While the patterns we observe suggesting β-

strands may be indicative of positive selection for β-strands, it is also possible that this signal arises 

from negative selection. If the aggregates are a result of β-sheets forming between molecules, then 

negative selection to minimize the inter-molecular contacts stabilizing the aggregates could result 

in the same characteristic pattern. This is an idea that deserves further investigation. 

 

 

Figure 2.11. ECs predictions of proteins that may form amyloids. 

(A) Predicted contact maps of the regions with unknown structures in Csga (CSGA_ECOLI), Fus N-terminal low-

complexity domain (FUS_HUMAN) and alpha-synuclein (SYUA_HUMAN, 2kkw_A). (B) Secondary structure 

inference from local ECs for CsgA, Fus prion domain, and alpha-synuclein predict malleable secondary structure (2.4 

Methods). 
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Screening the human disordered proteome 

3D contacts predicted. 

32% of the disordered regions we identified for exploration had sufficient number of 

sequences, enough diversity and good coverage (Meff > 5 per residue) resulting in 1469 segments, 

of which 965 had robust alignments (Figure 2.12A). While we are unable to perform our analysis 

on a significant number of sequences due to the lack of a sufficient number of sequences, the 

increasing size of sequence databases will only continue to expand the number of regions 

accessible to our approach. The majority (92%) of this set of 965 regions have evolutionary signal 

for 2D or 3D structural constraints, and roughly 42% have significant long-range ECs that indicate 

a constrained 3D fold or folds. 8% do not show signal for structure despite having sufficient 

sequences and robust alignments (Figures 2.12A, 2.12B, and 2.12C). For a small subset of 

proteins (33) with 3D contacts, there is a related sequence with known 3D structure for part of the 

disordered query region - but the remaining most likely represent de novo predictions of 3D 

contacts of proteins that have been previously considered as disordered. 

381 protein regions have high 3D signals of more than 0.1L long-range ECs, (where 

L=length of disordered region) including regions in an RNA binding protein, RBM28 (Q9NW13), 

a DNA repair protein, RAD28 (Q9NS91), a zinc-finger protein, ZNF358 (Q9NW07), and a Bcl-

2-like protein (Q9BXK5) (Figure 2.12C). The longer-range ECs are clustered in a way that is 

typical of secondary structure 3D packing and correspond to the independently computed 

secondary structural elements from the local EC scores. In many examples, the contacts resemble 

those from 3D folds related to the known function of the protein. For instance, for some proteins 

containing annotated zinc-fingers, the predicted contacts of the unknown regions resemble zinc 

finger motifs and the ECs of a disordered region of RBM28 resemble an RNA–binding domain. 
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Figure 2.12. Human proteome wide prediction of structural states of disordered proteins.  

(A) Out of the 4543 disordered segments analyzed, 21% (965) of these had alignments with sufficent sequences 

that also met our convergence criteria. 381 (40%) of these segments have long-range ECs  giving a globularity score 

>0.1), another 52% have predicted 2D constraints (secondary structure propensity score >0.1) but very few 3D 

constraints, and the remaining 8% show almost no signal for any structural constraints. Almost 10% also have EC 

patterns suggestive of repeats. (B) Distribution of long-range predicted contacts (left) and the propensity to secondary 

structure (right) across the proteins.  (C) Four examples of proteins with high proportion of long-range ECs (yellow) 

that have no known structure and are considered disordered. Secondary structure predictions (yellow along axes) 

correspond well to tertiary structure packing indicated by the long range ECs. (D) Four examples of proteins without 
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Figure 2.12. (Continued) 

evidence of a 3D contacts, but that do have with predicted secondary structure elements.  All of our predictions and 

data files are available on the web at marks.hms.harvard.edu/disorder/. 

 

Since we find that a significant proportion of these regions have secondary or tertiary 

predicted contacts, we wondered whether the regions in our set that retrieved enough sequences 

may be biased towards structured-ness. We do indeed find that the extent of predicted disorder is 

somewhat shifted between our computed set and the set of the remaining regions that had 

insufficient sequences or non-robust alignments. However, the bias is small; for example, 72% of 

the computed set versus 82% of non-computed set have disorder scores > 0.6 (Figure 2.3). In 

addition, we do not see bias towards less disorder with those regions that have clearer 3D signal 

(Figure 2.3). Around 90 proteins have a large proportion of significant ECs that are long in chain 

distance resulting in globularity scores higher than one might expect from a typical globular fold. 

In theory these could be due to multimer contacts but are more likely to be a signature of repeats 

that will result in couplings between residues in multiples of the lengths of the repeats. We expect 

to develop the method to deconvolute these signals in future work. 

  

Regions with primarily secondary structure. 

505 regions have very few, if any, long-range contacts but nevertheless have predicted 

secondary structure for at least 10% of their residues. This includes regions in the guanine 

nucleotide binding protein (GNL3, Q9BVP2), a tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNSRSF4, 

P43489) and the cancer/testis antigen family member (CT45A1, Q5HYN5), that have strong α-

helical predictions which may indicate that they form these structures whilst bound to protein 

partners (in analogy to p27, (Figure 2.9B)) or stabilize through self-multimerization. In contrast, 
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the region in the oncogene BRAF (P15056) has a series of β-strands but also has some long-range 

ECs that fall just below the statistical threshold. These long-range ECs pair residues that would 

contact between the secondary structure elements and reinforce the predictions, suggesting that 

users search below threshold where they may have prior knowledge. We also predict propensity 

for β-strands in histone tails (notoriously disordered (Hansen et al., 2006))  and the predicted four 

β-strands for the C-terminal region of histone H11 (P08287) are consistent with the observation 

that this tail may contain β-strands when phosphorylated (Roque et al., 2008). Confidence in this 

prediction for the histone tail also comes from the accuracy of the blind prediction of contacts in 

the N terminal region (precision =0.91, H11L, PDB: 1ghc (Cerf et al., 1994) Figure 2.10B). 

 

Regions without 3D or 2D signal. 

Finally, 79 regions have no, or very little, indication of either 3D or 2D structure, including 

many disease-associated genes such as the Forkhead box protein G1 (FOXG1/P55316), BRD9 

(Q9H8M2) and DNA polymerase gamma (DPOG1, P54098). The lack of predicted order of 

DPOG1 (between amino acids 1-102) is consistent with the experimental observation of DPOG1 

in functional complex that, despite being the full-length protein, has missing density or no 

secondary structure up to position 100 (PDB: 5c53 (Sohl et al., 2015). 

 

2.3. Discussion 

The flexibility of proteins is ubiquitous but determining the potential conformations of 

flexible proteins is experimentally challenging. The first part of this work systematically re-iterates 

what has been anecdotally reported previously, that one can see alternative 3D states in the pattern 

of evolutionary couplings provided the alternative states result in alternative residue contacts. The 
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second part of this work explores to what extent our approach can determine whether or not there 

are 3D or 2D states of proteins that are considered disordered, sometimes called ‘intrinsically 

disordered’. The third part is a screen of the human proteome for disordered regions that are 

amenable to the current approach, providing a rich resource for experimental work and follow-up. 

Strictly speaking, regions of disorder are experimentally inferred from an inability to 

crystallize, lack of density in otherwise structurally observable proteins, or experiments that are 

able to verify that the protein is in a fluctuating, non-stable ensemble such as 1H-15N HSQC. More 

practically, the biological community has extrapolated from these experimental observations to 

other proteins that have similar kinds of low complexity sequences and bioinformatic tools use 

this information in one way or another to predict how ‘disordered’ a protein or region is likely to 

be. Here we took a new approach to the problem of disorder, using statistical evolutionary 

couplings in aligned sequences to test whether or not there is a signal for 3D folds or secondary 

structure. Our results suggest that more than 50% of so-called disordered regions may have some 

3D contacts, but not necessarily enough to constrain a single conformation on their own, and about 

10% have more than enough long-range to indicate a constrained folded state. Having enough 

long-range contacts to indicate a constrained fold does not mean that we expect this 10% of 

proteins to behave like globular proteins. Our analysis does not say anything about the conditions 

under which or the sampling dynamics of these constrained conformations, rather it suggests that 

there is a particular functional 3D conformation whether condition-specific or transient. An 

additional 42% have predominantly secondary structure propensities indicating that they may form 

stable conformations under specific conditions. As the example with the inhibitor of flagellar 

assembly demonstrates (Figure 2.8), we anticipate that 3D states of some apparently disordered 

proteins will be revealed when the interacting proteins are computed together. 
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Low complexity sequences are notoriously hard to align with traditional alignment 

methods due to a tradeoff between the desire to allow longer gaps and insertions than with higher 

complexity sequences and the desire to avoid aligning sequences due to compositional biases. 

Although our alignment procedure addresses these concerns to some extent by iterating and 

measuring alignment uncertainty before proceeding, we expect this to be an important area of 

future algorithmic development and urge care with alignments. 

Our analysis does not exclude the existence of genuinely intrinsic disorder that rarely, if 

ever, takes specific conformations for any functionally relevant time period, for instance as 

observed with the R region of CFTR (~200 residues) (Baker et al., 2007) or in the case of recently 

reported disordered regions that mediate a high-affinity interaction within a protein complex while 

remaining highly disordered (Borgia et al., 2018). Rather, the evolutionary couplings analysis 

supports the idea of a spectrum of states and suggests that there is a large number of these uncharted 

regions that may have residue-residue constraints despite current lack of biophysical evidence. We 

anticipate that our approach will enable focused functional investigation of thousands of 

disordered and flexible proteins, especially in collaboration with experimental approaches. 

 

2.4. Methods 

DETAILS 

Disordered proteins for validation set  

To explore whether evolutionary information captures alternative conformational states 

and 3D structures of intrinsically disordered proteins we collected a comprehensive set from the 

Protein Data Bank (PDB: www.rcsb.org) and DisProt (Sickmeier et al., 2007). We parsed PDB for 

all proteins that have at least 2 different experimental structures (16,583 proteins with >1 structure 
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per Uniprot ID). We compared all structures (excluding EM data and structures with resolution 

>3Å) of the same protein sequence and selected the two most divergent representative structures 

per Uniprot ID. We evaluated structural differences by calculating Root Mean Square Deviation 

(rmsd) over all atoms, and the fraction of residue-residue contacts unique to one conformation. 

Many of the resulting proteins were chimeras, domain swaps, or duplicates, which we removed. 

The resulting 50 proteins from the PDB were selected from the total by including only (i) proteins 

with >10 Å all atom rmsd between any two conformations and >20% unique residue-residue 

contacts on average for each conformation (contacts defined by any atom-atom distance between 

the residues is <5 Å) (ii) one protein per protein family (defined here by PFAM family) based on 

largest structural deviation between any two conformations for the same protein.  We also parsed 

the literature for biologically significant conformational changes requiring secondary structure 

switches and rearrangements and added 8 to this set (total 58 proteins). Note that we compared 

alternative structures of the exact same protein (same sequence, same organism) only, therefore 

our large-scale analysis cannot identify conformational diversity between orthologous proteins 

from different organisms. We also included proteins defined as having all or partly intrinsically 

disordered domains from DisProt v6.02 (Sickmeier et al., 2007). Additionally, we applied a 

sequence based disorder predictor IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005), and we required more than 50 

residues long segments with a disorder score >0.4 (165 non-redundant proteins). Taken together 

we tested 223 proteins for sufficient alignment coverage. After applying our exhaustive sequence 

search and alignment quality tests (see Multiple sequence alignments section in Methods), we 

found sufficiently large and robust sequences alignments, and statistically significant couplings 

for 88 proteins. Our set of experimentally validated flexible and disordered regions contained 38 
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proteins with two known conformations and 45 proteins with at least one known structure (83 

proteins, Figure 2.4). 

 

Human proteome analysis: prediction dataset 

We assessed proteome-wide disorder in H. sapiens and E.coli by predicting disordered 

residues using IUPred (Dosztanyi et al., 2005). In order to identify extended disordered regions, 

we first identified disordered segments more than 6 residues in length (defined as a segment with 

an average disorder score of >0.5 and a maximum of 3 consecutive residues scoring <0.5). We 

then merged disordered segments < 7 residues apart and report the distribution of segments more 

than 30 residues in length (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). For downstream analysis we employed a further 

hierarchical merging procedure, merging segments of >30 residues in length that had <50 residues 

between them. Thus, the final set that we analyzed consisted of these merged segments with a 

length of between 100 and 300 residues. All sequences were checked for PFAM domain annotation 

and PDB structure overlap using HMMscan and PFAM to PDB mappings.  

 

Multiple sequence alignments 

Sequence search was performed by our in-house implementation of jackhammer (Johnson 

et al., 2010) using 8 iterations of the prediction queries against the UniProt and UniRef databases 

(release 2015_02 (UniProt, 2015). The relevant E-value inclusion thresholds were chosen blindly 

by selecting for the alignment with the most significant ECs while requiring sufficient coverage 

(Meff/residue of > 5) and that jackhammer returned the query sequence with greater than 95% of 

the amino acids aligned to the final jackhammer model. We excluded sequences that had <50% 

length coverage relative to our query sequence. Since disordered, low-complexity sequences are 
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hard to align, we tested the reliability of our alignments by measuring their convergence after 11 

iterations. We compared the alignment columns’ amino acid frequencies after different numbers 

of alignment iterations (0 to 11, Figure 2.2). For each column within an alignment we calculated 

the frequency of each amino acid in addition to gaps. As a measure of robustness to iteration, we 

correlated (r2, Pearson correlation) the frequencies of amino acids in each column of an alignment 

with the frequencies of those same amino acids in the corresponding columns after fewer iterations. 

We discarded alignments with an r2 of less than 0.80 for the most frequent amino acid after the 

9th-10th-11th iterations. If the character was a gap, we removed this column before calculating the 

correlation. For the statistical inference, we excluded columns that had more than 50% gaps in our 

final alignments (available at marks.hms.harvard.edu/disorder/). To account for the uneven 

sampling of sequence space by evolution in our downstream analysis, we reweighted sequences in 

proportion to their number of neighbors, defined as 90% identity, such that 90% identical clusters 

receive unit weight. We calculated the Meff/residue as previously described (Equations 3, 4, and 

5 from Supplementary Text in reference (Marks et al., 2011), and for our analysis we only included 

alignments with sufficient sequence diversity defined as having a Meff/residue of > 5.  

 

Secondary structure prediction  

We predicted secondary-structure elements using short-range ECs and simple helix and 

strand geometry. For α-helices we took all sets of 5 consecutive residues with ECs and created 

four vectors, A1…A4, each containing the mean of ECs where |i-j| = n for each positive integer n 

from 1 to 4. For β-strands we took all sets of 3 consecutive residues with ECs and created two 

vectors, Bn, each containing the mean of ECs where |i-j| = n for n=1 and n=2. To normalize ECs, 

we regressed the mean of the i+1 ECs for each of over 3800 PFAM alignments (calculated using 
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plmC with the same parameters) against the mean i+2, i+3, i+4, and i+5 ECs. The mean i+2, i+3, 

i+4, and i+5 ECs are all correlated to the mean i+1 EC, which explains 91%, 89%, 75% and 65% 

of the variance respectively. We residualized the i+2, i+3, i+4, and i+5 mean ECs after accounting 

for the mean of i+1 ECs and see that the i+3 and i+4 residuals remain correlated (coefficient 1.32, 

r2 = 0.71), while i+2 and i+3 residuals are somewhat anti-correlated (coefficient -0.42, r2 = 0.20) 

and the i+4 and i+5 residuals are uncorrelated (coefficient 0.08, r2 = 0.03) (Figure 2.3). This 

supports our notion of helix/strand geometry. We used the coefficients from the above regressions 

(0.7 for i+2, 0.6 for i+3, and 0.55 for i+4) to normalize A2, A3, A4, and B2. Additionally, we 

calculated the standard deviation of all of the i+1 ECs across each alignment, Stdi+1. Using the 

normalized values and this standard deviation, for α-helices we calculated a score for each residue 

of (A4 + A3  – A2 – A1)/Stdi+1 and for β-strands we calculated a score for each residue of (B2 – 

B1)/Stdi+1. These scores were assigned the index of the middle residue. We independently called 

α-helices and β-strands when two consecutive residues for the corresponding score were above 

threshold values of 1.5 for α-helices and 0.75 for β-strands, extending the called structure by 1 

residue on each side for a minimum structure size of 4 residues. 

 

Generating model structures of disordered proteins 

We computed all-atom 3D structures of proteins using the Crystallography & NMR System 

(CNS, version 1.21). We used distance-geometry algorithms as previously described (Marks et al., 

2011) to fold the proteins starting from an extended polypeptide chain. Distance constraints were 

applied on residue-residue pairs that had EC scores above the statistical threshold. Additionally, 

angle and dihedral angle constraints were added based on our secondary structure prediction 

algorithm. We tested the effect of adding different numbers of constraints and generated 10 
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candidate structures for each set of constraints. We chose the best model structure that satisfies the 

maximum number of stereochemical and secondary structure geometric constraints: we excluded 

structures with knots and distorted secondary structure elements. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Data analysis was conducted primarily using python scripts and iPython notebooks (Pérez 

and Granger, 2007). 

 

Inference of Evolutionary Couplings (ECs) from sequence alignments 

We applied a maximum entropy model to identify evolutionarily coupled pairs of columns 

in the alignments as described previously (Marks et al., 2011). We inferred the parameters of our 

model using penalized Maximum Likelihood with a pseudo-likelihood approximation (pseudo-

likelihood maximization; PLM) (Ekeberg et al., 2013; Hopf et al., 2014; Weinreb et al., 2016) 

rather than with a previously applied mean-field approximation (Hopf et al., 2012; Marks et al., 

2011). We excluded alignment columns that had >50% gaps and also excluded gap states from the 

calculation of the likelihoods such that each interaction is parameterized by a 20 by 20 matrix for 

the 20 different amino acid types (github.com/debbiemarkslab/plmc). In this approach, each 

sequence is modeled by a distribution that covers only the coding portions of the sequence, but all 

distributions share the same global parameter set. To account for the uneven sampling of sequence 

space by evolution, we reweighted sequences in proportion to their number of 90% identical 

neighbors such that 90% identical clusters receive unit weight. For regularization, we used an L2 

penalty with lh=1 for the single column fields, and le=10 for the pair couplings.  
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Defining significant ECs based on the tail of their distributions 

Evolutionary Constraint scores are distributed approximately normally around zero with a 

skewed tail of positive outliers. Interpreting the distribution around 0 as noise and the outliers as 

signal, we used a mixture modeling approach to distinguish outliers from the noise. For each 

distribution of scores, we fit it with a mixture distribution of a zero-mean normal component for 

the noise together with a lognormal component describing the long tail. We inferred the mixing 

fraction, normal variance, and lognormal mean and variance parameters by Maximum likelihood, 

and then used the posterior probability of membership in the lognormal component as a way of 

identifying significant EC scores (we used posterior probability 0.9 as a threshold, code available). 

The number of significant EC pairs greatly varies between proteins depending on the depth of the 

alignments and the complexity of the structures (list of ECs at marks.hms.harvard.edu/disorder/). 

 

Metrics of success 

Predicted evolutionary constraints were compared to observed contacts from experimental 

structures and precision was calculated as the proportion of ECs that were true contacts. True 

residue-residue contacts were assigned if the distances between two residues were <5 Å in the 

experimental structure. True ECs were defined as having residue-residue contacts <8Å in the 

experimental structure. Contact maps show residue-residue pairs that are <5Å in the experimental 

structures (in any of the models in case of an NMR ensemble). ‘Unique contacts’ to one 

conformation were defined as having <5Å residue-residue distance in one conformation and >8Å 

distance in the other conformation. ‘Common contacts’ were defined as having <8Å residue-

residue distance in both conformations or having >5Å and <8Å residue-residue distance in one 

conformation and >8 Å in the other conformation. Only statistically significant ECs were 
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considered (see section Defining significant ECs based on the tail of their distributions) that 

represent long-range contacts (>i+4 residue distance in chain for proteins with 2 known 

conformations, and >i+3 residue distance in chain for disordered proteins). ECs between residues 

that are invisible in the crystal structures (missing density) were excluded from EC precision 

calculations. 

For the evaluation of our secondary structure propensity score we ran the PLM on over 

3860 PFAM alignments using the same parameters. We parsed the PFAM alignments for the 

included secondary structures and created a consensus secondary structure string for each 

alignment. This string includes all residues with density in at least one structure. We classified the 

residue as a helix if it appeared as a helix in at least one structure, a β-strand if it appeared as a β-

strand in at least one structure, and a helix/β-strand if it appeared in different structures as both an 

α-helix and a β-strand. We then ran our secondary structure method on the ECs from the above 

PLM runs on the PFAM alignments and predicted a secondary structure using our propensity score 

(Secondary structure prediction). For our validation set we parsed known PDBs and created a 

consensus secondary structure string using the same rules. To calculate the precisions, we included 

all residues that we called as helix/β-strand for both β-strand and helix. To calculate the % 

Alternative we took the number of residues that we called as a secondary structure element of 

interest (i.e. helix) that were not observed in a structure as that secondary structure and divided it 

by all residues that had density in at least one structure and never appeared as the secondary 

structure element of interest (i.e. helix). 
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Chapter 3. Enhancing contact prediction with convolutional neural networks 

Adapted from Liu, Y.*, Palmedo, P.*, Ye, Q., Berger, B. and Peng, J., 2017. Enhancing 

Evolutionary Couplings with Deep Convolutional Neural Networks. Cell systems, 6(1), pp. 65-

74. 

* These authors contributed equally to this work. 

 

3.1. Introduction  

Protein structure and function are by nature intertwined, with structure, or structural 

properties, playing a large role in defining function. As such, ever since the x-ray structure of 

lysozyme led to the elucidation of its mechanism of catalytic action, determining protein structure 

has been one of the most important challenges in biology (Phillips, 1966, 1967). In parallel, given 

the many obstacles to experimental structure determination, computational prediction of protein 

structure remains one of the longest-standing challenges in computational biology (Moult et al., 

2014, 2016). As discussed in more detail in Chapter 1, existing approaches to protein structure 

prediction can be categorized into two types: template-based modeling and template-free 

modeling. With the requirement of a homologous structure, template-based methods are often not 

applicable to structure prediction tasks of interest including orphan proteins, and thus for many 

novel proteins the field has turned to template-free, or de novo, folding approaches that predict 3D 

structures using the query sequence alone (Xu and Zhang, 2012; Zhang, 2008). While the 

biophysical approaches to template-free folding work reasonably well for smaller proteins, they 

have generally required further difficult-to-obtain experimental data for larger proteins (Bradley 

et al., 2005; Moult et al., 2014, 2016). 
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Recent computational advances together with the availability of large protein sequence 

databases have enabled us to exploit rich evolutionary information encoded within multiple 

sequence alignments (MSAs) to assist traditional protein structure prediction approaches. Notably 

as reviewed in Section 1.4., evolutionary coupling analysis methods, such as direct-coupling 

analysis (DCA),  GREMLIN, (meta-)PSICOV, and EVFold, take an MSA as input and predict 

residue-residue contacts by learning an inherent graphical model structure that incorporates 

pairwise terms to capture evolutionary constraints among residues (Ekeberg et al., 2013; Jones et 

al., 2012; Jones et al., 2014; Kaján et al., 2014; Kamisetty et al., 2013; Marks et al., 2011; Morcos 

et al., 2011). Several tools (including Rosetta) have successfully incorporated evolutionary 

couplings into their pipelines as distance restraints to significantly improve predictions, 

particularly for proteins that have proven challenging using traditional approaches (Ovchinnikov 

et al., 2015; Ovchinnikov et al., 2017). Additionally, evolutionary coupling-based methods have 

been successfully applied to protein complex assembly and interactions, RNA structure prediction, 

and mutagenesis analysis (De Leonardis et al., 2015; Hopf et al., 2017; Hopf et al., 2014; 

Ovchinnikov et al., 2014; Uguzzoni et al., 2017; Weinreb et al., 2016). 

Despite all of the recent advances, state-of-the-art evolutionary coupling approaches still 

have several major failings that limit their applicability to many sequences of interest, as witnessed 

by the screen of disordered segments from the human proteome from Chapter 2. First, they require 

large, high-quality MSAs and often generate noisy, sparse, or poor contact predictions for proteins 

with less robust MSAs (Moult et al., 2016). Second, the units of evolutionary couplings are 

arbitrary making interpretation, especially when operating at the limits of the method in terms of 

sequence quality, difficult. Third, these methods do not put any outside constraints, beyond 
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sparsity of contacts through the use of regularization, on the coupling matrix, ignoring everything 

we know about protein structures. 

Deep learning continues to develop as a powerful set of tools for solving an increasingly 

diverse range of problems, including many related to biological systems (Angermueller et al., 

2016; LeCun et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017a; Zhou and Troyanskaya, 2015). The key insights of 

modern machine learning include both the power of automatic feature selection and the ability to 

integrate data sources, as well as the ability to leverage and encode contextual data and to convert 

inputs of arbitrary units into well-calibrated probabilities (Cho et al., 2016; Gao et al., 2017; Jones 

et al., 2014; Niculescu-Mizil and Caruana, 2005). While the proliferation of biological data has 

made many tasks suitable for deep learning, biology, perhaps more than many other fields 

grappling with expanding amounts of data, often seeks understanding as much as improved 

inference. Therefore, powerful deep learning approaches in biology hold the promise of not only 

having superior predictive performance over previous methods, but also of including a focus on 

interpretability allowing insights into the underlying dynamics and mechanisms of the biological 

phenomena at play. The complexity of biological systems and the challenges involved in 

generating many forms of biological data make this a priority for applications of deep learning. 

Here we introduce DeepContact, a new approach that employs a convolutional neural 

network (CNN) to learn structural interaction motifs from thousands of proteins with 

experimentally solved structures. Taking raw evolutionary couplings produced by existing 

methods (e.g. CCMPred) as input, we trained the network to predict contact maps using 

experimentally determined structures (Seemayer et al., 2014). DeepContact automatically and 

effectively leverages local information and multiple features to discover patterns in contact map 

space and embeds this knowledge within the neural network. Notably, few CNN layers suffice, 
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avoiding the potential for overtraining and allowing the model to be trained on a large number of 

structures in a reasonable amount of time. 

For subsequent prediction of new proteins, DeepContact uses what it has learned about 

structure and contact map space to impute missing contacts and remove spurious predictions, 

leading to significantly more accurate inference of residue-residue contacts. Its performance on 

several benchmark datasets and in the most recent protein structure prediction experiment, 

CASP12, demonstrates DeepContact’s (aka iFold_1 in the CASP12 results) significant 

improvement over previous evolutionary coupling analyses, which do not take contact or structure-

space into account (Moult et al., 2016) (CASP12). Notably, DeepContact automatically converts 

coupling scores into probabilities, such that the values have common scale across proteins and 

alignments, simplifying their use and interpretation. In so doing the DeepContact framework also 

in effect integrates the coupling significance determination presented in Chapter 2 utilizing 

information learned across many structures and integrating contextual data. Moreover, 

DeepContact identifies patterns that capture a set of ‘rules’ for structural motif interactions. 

Given the improved precision-recall characteristics and associated probabilities, 

downstream folding methods based on DeepContact have the potential to significantly improve 

structure prediction by maximizing the probabilities of the satisfied restraints. DeepContact not 

only makes many proteins with hard-to-predict structures accessible to evolutionary coupling 

analysis, but it also provides a rich resource for further evolutionary analysis of protein sequence 

and structure. 
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3.2. Results 

Overview of DeepContact 

Observing the contact maps resulting from solved experimental structures (a contact is 

defined as when two residues in the structure are within a distance d of each other), distinctive 

patterns emerge whereby one can identify structural components such as parallel and anti-parallel 

β-sheets as well as helix-helix interactions (Hu et al., 2002). These patterns are easily identifiable 

to experts familiar with looking at contact maps. Not all sets of contact maps are equally likely to 

emerge from a protein structure, and contextual information can help inform our confidence in a 

particular contact. From a purely geometrical perspective, some potential contact matrices are 

inconsistent with the geometric constraints that arise from translating a 3D structure into a 2D 

contact matrix. CNNs have proven very effective at taking a noisy image and returning the clean 

image (Zhang et al., 2017). We pursue the intuition that by training a CNN to predict contact 

probabilities using evolutionary couplings and experimentally solved structures, the CNN is able 

to learn about contact map space. Using multiple convolutional layers, our algorithm, 

DeepContact, effectively re-weights evolutionary couplings based on the contextual information 

of the contact map, down-weighting contacts that are unlikely to be true given the context and the 

space of potential evolutionary couplings and up-weighting contacts in the reverse case. As an 

intuitive example, one can imagine identifying an overwhelming pattern of couplings consistent 

with the contacts for a parallel b-sheet and filling in missing couplings that are consistent with the 

b-sheet. In effect, the totality of the evidence for the b-sheet allows us to infer that the individual 

missing couplings are highly likely to be contacts. 

The DeepContact framework consists of a convolutional neural network (CNN) which 
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takes evolutionary couplings as input and predicts a probability of contact for each pair of residues 

(Figure 3.1A). After obtaining the input features, e.g. evolutionary couplings from CCMPred, they 

are fed into the fully convolutional neural network which extracts multiple levels of features by 

successively applying a convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer, and a rectified linear unit 

(ReLU) layer (Seemayer et al., 2014). DeepContact then uses a shared-weight neural network to 

compute the final contact probability for each pair of residues (Figure 3.1A). To balance predictive 

performance, ease of training, and interpretation, DeepContact uses nine-convolutional layers. 

DeepContact was trained on the solved structures from the 40% filtered Astral SCOPe 2.06 dataset 

split according to the ratio 8:1:1 as training:validation:test (Figure 3.1B) (Fox et al., 2013). This 

was done such that members in a superfamily did not appear in both the training and testing sets, 

ensuring that proteins in the testing set share at most the class and fold with any protein in the 

training or validation set and that we did not train on structures in our test set. 

We trained using a cross-entropy loss function adapted to deal with the imbalance in the 

dataset by weighting positive and negative examples equally. We trained an additional model 

including sequence features (precisely, predicted secondary structure, predicted solvent 

accessibility, and column-wise amino acid frequencies) and global features (i.e., number of 

effective sequences, Neff) in addition to pairwise features (3.4. Methods) (Seemayer et al., 2014). 

Importantly, all of these features are derived from the underlying sequence. Whereas raw 

evolutionary couplings are computed using a global model that does not know anything about 

contact map space, DeepContact effectively learns about protein structure and contact map space 

from the thousands of examples it has previously seen, leveraging this information by integrating 

contextual information to improve predictions (Figure 3.1B). 
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Figure 3.1. Overview of DeepContact. (A) Structure of the full-feature DeepContact model. DeepContact takes in 

global, 1D, and 2D features calculated from the amino acid sequence, including evolutionary couplings, and uses a 

convolutional neural network (CNN) to predict contacts. (B) DeepContact trains using a set of solved structures, taking 

in the distance matrix (left) and, as a preprocessing step, producing a contact matrix using an 8 Å threshold (right). 

Intrinsically, these contact maps have patterns, and clearly some matrices cannot be contact maps. By learning the 

structure of contact matrices and the relationship between couplings and contacts, DeepContact is able to vastly 

improve evolutionary based contact prediction. 

 

Improved Contact Prediction 

Evolutionary couplings have emerged as a powerful tool for the prediction of protein 

structures, particularly for hard-to-predict structures such as membrane proteins and orphan 
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proteins (Hopf et al., 2012; Marks et al., 2011; Toth-Petroczy et al., 2016). The goal is to determine 

residues that are close in 3D space, with the underlying assumption that the columns of a multiple 

sequence alignment that are highly coupled but far in chain distance will be close in the folded 

structure (Morcos et al., 2011). The improvement in evolutionary couplings for contact prediction 

has been driven by the use of global statistical models that infer direct, as opposed to transitive, 

evolutionary couplings by effectively conditioning on the rest of the alignment (Ekeberg et al., 

2013; Morcos et al., 2011). Sparsity of contacts is enforced through regularization; however, these 

methods are oblivious to the space of possible contact maps. Generally, users take the top L/x 

(where L is the length of the protein and x is an integer) medium or long-range— defined by a 

separation in chain distance— evolutionary couplings to be the predicted contacts. 

We evaluated the performance of DeepContact on the ASTRAL validation set (660 

proteins), on a set of 228 previous CASP targets (CASP228), on a set of 220 CAMEO targets, and 

by participating in the blind prediction tasks from the well-established CASP 12 competition (Fox 

et al., 2013; Haas et al., 2013; Moult et al., 2014, 2016). For medium and long-range contacts 

(residues 12 apart or more in chain distance) we substantially outperformed the baseline of 

CCMPred across the precision/recall curve on all three of our validation sets after training the 

model using CCMPred evolutionary-couplings as the only input features (Figures 3.2A, 3.2B, and 

3.2C). 

To maximize the predictive performance for the CASP 12 experiment, at the expense of 

interpretation, we incorporated additional input features. These consisted of additional 2D features 

(again, EVFold predictions, mutual information (MI), normalized MI, and mean contact potential), 

global features (Neff of the alignment and standard deviation of the CCMPred and EVFold 

predictions), and 1D features (predicted solvent accessibility, predicted secondary structure, and 
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Figure 3.2.  Improved Performance of DeepContact on benchmark datasets. 

(A) DeepContact outperforms CCMPred on the Astral validation set using only CCMPred as features. Including other 

features further improves the precision-recall performance. (B) Precision-recall performance of contact-prediction 

methods on the CAMEO dataset. DeepContact further outperforms metaPSICOV on the CAMEO dataset. (C) 

Precision-recall performance of contact-prediction methods on the CASP228 dataset. In all cases, using our novel 

probability cutoff enables enhancement of the precision/recall characteristics of DeepContact. Effectively, we exclude 

sequences or contacts with little confidence, and include contacts in which we have more confidence, leading to 

improved performance. (D) The improved contact-prediction performance of DeepContact over CCMPred leads to 

improved contact-assisted folding across the CASP 12 free modeling target set. Targets where folding failed using 

CCMPred contacts are plotted at a TM-score of 0. 
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column-wise amino acid frequencies) (3.4 Methods). A benefit of deep learning is that given many 

input features it is able to learn which features, and interactions between features, are important 

for prediction while disregarding those that are not. We participated in the CASP 12 experiment 

finishing with the 2nd best average rank across the variety of categories and ranking metrics 

considered, as well as in the top two methods based on average F1 score, with the other top method, 

RaptorX-Contact, being another CNN based model using a much deeper Residual Learning 

network (CASP12) (Schaarschmidt et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2017a). 

Using an L/2 cutoff for the free-modeling (FM) targets we ranked second in average F1-

score for both the set of long (>= 24 in chain distance) range only contacts and for the set of long 

and medium (>= 12 in chain distance) range contacts. This was despite the fact that DeepContact 

earned an F1-score of 0 for one of the 38 FM targets due to a submission script bug that prevented 

us from submitting. Comparing to the other top method, RaptorX-Contact, on the 37 structures 

where we both submitted predictions, RaptorX-Contact slightly outperformed on the combined set 

of long and medium-range contacts (average F1-score of 20.717 for RaptorX-Contact versus our 

DeepContact based method, iFold_1, average F1-score of 20.011) while we slightly outperformed 

on the long-range only contacts (average F1-score of 20.233 for RaptorX-Contact versus our 

average F1-score of 20.775) (Wang et al., 2017a). DeepContact also outperformed on the long-

range contacts for the FM/template-based-modeling (TBM) targets using an L/2 cutoff. Despite 

only submitting 54/57 targets for the joint set of FM and FM/TBM targets due to the submission 

script bug, DeepContact achieved a competition best overall average F1-score, including 0’s for 

the 3 missed targets, of 23.226 (iFold_1) with MetaPSICOV the next best non-DeepContact based 

method, submitting 57/57 targets for an average F1-score of 22.470 (Deepfold-Contact is an earlier 

version of DeepContact submitted in parallel – see 3.4 Methods) (CASP12) (Jones et al., 2014). 
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Notably, folding using contacts generally requires L/2 or more contacts for a quality structure, 

making L/2 a relevant cutoff for downstream structure prediction (Marks et al., 2011). 

On our three benchmark datasets, DeepContact substantially outperforms CCMPred on 

medium and long-range contacts (residue-residue pairs separated by more than 12 in chain 

distance) across the entire precision-recall curve from L/10 all the way to 20*L (Figures 3.2A, 

3.2B, and 3.2C). This is true for the simplest version of DeepContact trained using CCMPred as 

the only feature (green line in Figures 3.2A, 3.2B, and 3.2C) demonstrating the power of the 

underlying convolutional model to extract additional information from the CCMPred-predicted 

evolutionary couplings. Including the full-set of additional features (2.4. Methods) further 

enhances the performance of DeepContact (blue line in Figures 3.2A, 3.2B, and 3.2C). On the 

two more challenging datasets, CASP228 and CAMEO, we also compared DeepContact to the 

previous state-of-the-art method metaPSICOV and again significantly outperform using the full-

featured model (Figures 3.2B and 3.2C). metaPSICOV is a machine learning method that uses 

the same general features as DeepContact; for all overlapping features we used the same inputs, 

demonstrating the power of the CNN based approach (Jones et al., 2014). 

To demonstrate that the improved precision-recall behavior leads to improved structure 

prediction, we used the top L predictions from DeepContact and CCMPred to fold the 36 free-

modeling targets from CASP 12 with released coordinates. We ran an off-the-shelf folding 

algorithm, Confold, without any further refinement and selected the top 5 of 500 models by energy 

for each target (Adhikari et al., 2015). We calculated the TM-score for these top models and for 

each target compared the maximum TM-score using the DeepContact predictions to the maximum 

TM-score using the CCMPred predictions – in every case DeepContact improved the TM-score 

with an average improvement of 0.15 excluding the 8/36 targets where Confold failed using the 
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CCMPred contacts (Zhang and Skolnick, 2005). On these challenging targets, whereas 8/36 targets 

failed and 0/36 targets had a TM-score above 0.3 for the CCMPred contacts, 25/36, 12/36, and 

4/36 targets had a TM-score above 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, respectively, using DeepContact’s predicted 

contacts representing a significant improvement (Figure 3.2D) (Xu and Zhang, 2010). 

A demonstrative example, PDB: 3LRT, shows how DeepContact, using both the 

CCMPred-only model and the full-feature model, is able to integrate over the local context to 

improve contact predictions (Figure 3.3) (Cherney et al., 2011). The diffuse patterns of couplings 

from CCMPred lead to sub-optimal predictions; however, DeepContact is able to integrate across 

these regions to improve contact prediction (Figure 3.3). The Neff score of the MSA input for 

3LRT was in line with the rest of the set at 8.0, as compared to an average of 8.3 for our training 

set, 8.7 for the ASTRAL test set, 6.4 for the CASP228 set, and 6.6 for the CAMEO set (higher 

Neff implies more evolutionary information). Using a cutoff of L/2, the full-featured 

implementation of DeepContact has a precision of 0.83 while CCMPred has a precision of 0.56 

for the 78 predicted contacts. Using a probability cutoff of 0.99 for DeepContact includes an 

additional 21 contacts, for a total of 99 predicted contacts, while the precision remains 0.83. 

DeepContact’s improvement of 0.27 at L/2 is in line with the results across the three benchmark 

datasets, where DeepContact improves precision by 0.25, 0.19, and 0.24 on average for the Astral 

validation, CASP228, and CAMEO sets respectively. Additionally, most of DeepContact’s false  

positive contacts border a region of true positives, and the two that do not are in fact dimer contacts 

in the biologically active homodimer (Figure 3.3A) (Cherney et al., 2011). DeepContact using 

only the CCMPred output as a feature identifies the same regions as DeepContact with the full 
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Figure 3.3.  DeepContact integrates local information to improve contact prediction. 

(A) Example of how DeepContact (upper right triangle) improves contact prediction over CCMPred (lower left 

triangle)  input for PDB: 3LRT_A (Cherney et al., 2011). Most of the DeepContact ‘false positives’ border regions of 

true positives, and the two that do not (black circles) are true homodimer contacts between chain A (green) and chain 
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Figure 3.3. (Continued) 

B (cyan) separated by 3.6 and 4.3 Å, respectively (right panel). (B) DeepContact integrates local information. Using 

CCMPred as the only input feature (top left), DeepContact is able to identify patterns indicative of secondary structure 

elements (bottom left). Using additional features sharpens the predicted contact map (top right). These matrices 

resemble the experimentally determined distance matrix (bottom right). 

 

feature set, with the full-featured version using the additional features to sharpen the predictions 

(Figure 3.3B). Even though the model was trained on the contact maps after thresholding (Figure 

3.1B), the output resembles the full distance matrix (Figure 3.3B). 

DeepContact re-orders the entire rank-ordered list of contacts, not just the top contacts from 

CCMpred, with the ordering of contacts by DeepContact being much closer to the ground-truth 

ordering by distance in the structure (Figure 3.4A). Notably, the false positive contact pairs, as 

called using a hard distance cutoff of 8Å, for DeepContact are significantly closer than the false 

positive contact pairs of CCMPred (Figure 3.4B). DeepContact substantially improves contact 

prediction by training a CNN on thousands of solved structures, which allows it to use knowledge 

of protein-structure space to improve predictions for novel protein structures. 

 

Probabilistic Interpretation of Couplings 

Evolutionary coupling scores exist on a poorly defined scale, as they are calculated by 

taking the maximum entropy solution to the global model for coupling matrices and calculating 

the Frobenius norm of each coupling matrix after correcting for the effects of column entropy and 

under-sampling by using average product correction (APC) (Ekeberg et al., 2013). This scale can 

change based on alignment size, the number of amino acids in the sequence of interest, and 

regularization parameters, making the values somewhat arbitrary across different proteins, 
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Figure 3.4.  DeepContact reranks full contact distribution. 

(A) Contacts were ranked across the entire ASTRAL validation set based on distance (black), DeepContact probability 

(Blue), and CCMPred score (red). To make CCMPred comparable across examples we normalized to the standard 

deviation of the medium- and long-range scores within each protein. The x-axis is the rank-ordered list of DeepContact 

probabilities, and the y-axis the average distance of the higher-ranked contacts. DeepContact (blue) significantly 

improves the rank order of contacts across the distribution as compared to CCMPred, being much closer to the true 

rank order of contacts (black). (B) The average distance of the false positives for each of the ASTRAL validation set 

structures as called by CCMPred versus as called by DeepContact. The ‘false positives’ called by DeepContact are 

significantly closer in the experimental structure, with many of them lying just beyond the 8Å cutoff. 

 

alignments, and model parameters. Traditionally users of these methods rank order the 

evolutionary couplings, discarding short-range couplings generally defined as residue-residue 

pairs separated by fewer than 6 in chain distance, and then define a cutoff as a fraction of L, the 

number of amino acids in the sequence. The distribution of evolutionary couplings generally 

consists of a Gaussian centered near 0 and a fat right hand tail for the highly coupled residue pairs 

(Chapter 2). Most of the highly-coupled pairs in the tail are short-range couplings, which fits with 
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the intuition of highly-coupled pairs being close in 3D space. Experienced users often use 

conservative cutoffs or increase the cutoff as a fraction of L until the contact maps begin to look 

more like noise than signal (Kim et al., 2014). In Chapter 2 we implemented a more principled 

approach by modeling the distribution of evolutionary couplings as a mixture of a Gaussian and a 

tail distribution, assigning medium and long-range couplings to the tail based on the probability of 

coming from the Gaussian or tail distribution (2.4. Methods). 

One of the benefits of machine learning approaches is that by defining an appropriate 

objective function they naturally transform input feature values into probabilistic estimates. 

DeepContact is trained using a cross-entropy loss function, thereby converting the input 

evolutionary couplings (and other features for the full-model – see 3.4. Methods) into contact 

probabilities. This ability allows us to introduce the idea of using a universal probability cutoff to 

define contacts, given that the probabilities have consistent scale and meaning across different 

proteins and alignments. It also allows end-users to select the number of couplings based on the 

estimated probabilities of the couplings instead of using a hard cutoff. With this probability-based 

approach the network effectively decides on the significant couplings using all of the features in a 

context-aware manner. Using probabilistic cutoff scores further enhances the precision recall 

behavior by allowing more contacts in cases where DeepContact is more certain in the prediction 

and not making predictions when it is uncertain (Figure 3.2). In the example discussed above 

(PDB: 3LRT) we allow 21 additional couplings using a probability cutoff of 0.99 versus L/2, 

enhancing the recall while still achieving the same precision of 0.83 (Figures 3.3A and 3.5) 

(Cherney et al., 2011). 

Downstream folding pipelines (e.g., Confold, CNS, Rosetta) take in the residue-residue 

contacts predicted by evolutionary coupling methods and treat them as distance restraints, 
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Figure 3.5.  DeepContact integrates local information to improve contact prediction. Example of how 

DeepContact (upper right triangle) improves contact prediction over CCMPred (lower left triangle) input for PDB: 

3LRT_A using both an L/2 cutoff and a probability cutoff of 0.99 (Cherney et al., 2011). The probability cutoff lets 

through an additional 21 contacts (cyan for true positives and orange for false positives) while the precision remains 

0.83 for DeepContact versus 0.56 for CCMPred. 

 

returning the top model structures that maximally satisfy the distance restraints (Adhikari et al., 

2015; Brünger et al., 1998; Ovchinnikov et al., 2015). Assigning probabilities to residue-residue 

couplings allows a more fine-grained approach, whereby downstream folding algorithms can 

incorporate the probability of the distance restraints satisfied by a structural model. The conversion 

of evolutionary couplings to meaningful probabilities will facilitate broader use and integration of 

evolutionary coupling approaches, while aiding structural model determination through the 

probabilistic view of satisfying restraints. 

Ideally these probabilities would be well-calibrated across examples and proteins, 
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accurately reflecting the confidence that DeepContact has in any individual residue-residue pair 

prediction. Our probabilities are generally overestimates, particularly in the middle of the 

distribution (Figure 3.6). Much of this arises from one of the main challenges of our training task: 

imbalance in the positive and negative classes. In order to address the imbalance in the dataset we 

train with half the weight on positive examples and half the weight on negative examples. This 

choice is exacerbated for long proteins because as the length, L, of a protein grows the number of 

contacts also grows in proportion to L; however, the number of entries in the contact map grows 

with L2 (Kim et al., 2014). Thus, the imbalance grows with the length of the protein and we 

subsequently end up down weighting false positives more in longer proteins. Training an 

additional model that takes in output probabilities, length, and Neff (average log entropy of 

columns) is one solution to output better calibrated probabilities. Importantly, some of the false 

contacts identified by DeepContact are true homodimer or multimer contacts and others may be 

true in another conformation, as discussed in Chapter 2, particularly given the small distances 

between the residues of many of the false contacts (Figures 3.3A and 4B) (Hopf et al., 2012; 

Morcos et al., 2011; Toth-Petroczy et al., 2016). 

 

Visualization towards Interpretable Inference 

Deep learning is able to take training data and encode the complex feature relationships 

relevant for the predictive task into the parameters of the final network, embedding the knowledge 

it has learned within the network. By training the network to predict residue-residue contact 

probabilities using evolutionary couplings, DeepContact has learned about protein residue-residue 

contact map space, as well as the relationship between evolutionary-coupling space and contact  
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Figure 3.6. DeepContact converts evolutionary coupling scores to coupling probabilities. Boxplot of precision of 

DeepContact with respect to the ASTRAL validation set (y-axis) with DeepContact predictions binned by 0.01 

probability. Mean (red) and median (blue) precision are shown for each bin; whiskers represent 5th to 95th percentiles. 

We trained DeepContact using a cross-entropy loss function, which effectively maximizes the ability to distinguish 

residue pairs less than 8Å apart from residues more than 8Å  apart. While the probabilities are better calibrated at the 

ends of the distribution, those in the middle enable an objective understanding of the likely probability of contacts 

using the output probabilities. 

  

map space, and is able to effectively leverage that information to improve predictions for targets 

it has never seen before. 
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Much of the knowledge embedded within the trained CNN is encoded by the filter 

parameters of the convolutional layers. By visualizing the filters and the contact map patterns that 

activate them, we can begin to disentangle the network, revealing the first-layer units that form the 

basis for the ‘grammar’ of protein contact space (Figure 3.7). The deeper layers of the network 

integrate the local motifs captured by the first layer to form more complex hierarchical interactions 

at a higher level of abstraction. 

To visualize the features identified by the network, we computed the activation values of 

each filter from the first layer on a non-redundant set of proteins from the SCOP database. 

Averaging the top 100 protein activations for each filter, we find that many of the observed features 

correspond to conserved motifs, fitting with our intuitions about the evolutionary patterns of 

secondary structure and tertiary structure elements such as helices, helix-helix interactions, and β-

sheets (Figure 3.7, insets A-F). In the case of β-sheets there is an alternating lattice pattern (Figure 

3.7, insets A, B, and C), whereas α-helical motifs consist of grid-like couplings separated by 3-4 

residues (the rise of a helix) (Figure 3.7, inset E) (Branden, 1999). This aligns with the results of 

the secondary structure analysis in Chapter 2. In order to visualize the space of filters we applied 

t-SNE, a nonlinear dimensionality reduction method that embeds similar points in the high-

dimensional space as points close in 2-dimensions, on the top activations (Maaten and Hinton, 

2008). The filters of the first layer cluster by secondary structure elements, with β-sheet motifs and 

α-helical motifs separated by motifs that consist of the interaction between the two (Figure 3.7). 

 

3.3. Discussion 

In this chapter we have presented DeepContact, a deep-learning based method to improve 

structure prediction and elucidate patterns in the co-evolutionary pressures on macromolecules.  
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Figure 3.7.  Visualization of first-layer filters. Visualization of features picked up by the first layer of a DeepContact 

model trained with CCMPred as the only feature (Methods). We averaged the top 100 activations of each filter across 

the ASTRAL validation set and used tSNE (t-stochastic neighbor embedding) to reduce the dimensionality (center 

gray-shaded matrix). Insets (A-F) show the activation patterns of selected filters, as well as the top 5 structural 

alignments and sequence similarity of the proteins with the top 100 activations. Filters (center) cluster by secondary 

structure element, spanning from beta segments (red, top) to helical/beta to helical segments (blue, bottom).  The beta 

patterns fit with the alternating contacts of β-sheets (A, B, F) and distinguish between parallel (A, B) and antiparallel 

(F) sheets. Helical filter (E) shows a grid-pattern separated by 3-residues, matching the rise of a helix. 

 

DeepContact uses contextual information and the knowledge of thousands of experimentally 

determined structures to improve structure prediction by identifying interaction motifs. We have 

demonstrated the ability of DeepContact to improve contact prediction, as well as folding. 
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Moreover, our use of convolutional neural networks enables us to successfully convert 

evolutionary-couplings (ECs) into more general contact probabilities, which will be of great value 

to practitioners. The probabilistic interpretation of DeepContact presented here suggests a 

framework for contact prediction useful for future competitions: one can use a range of probability 

cutoffs instead of length-based cutoffs, truly incorporating probabilistic estimates. DeepContact 

significantly improved over the previous state-of-the-art methods on our validation data sets and 

during the CASP12 competition, simultaneously achieving top performance in line with RaptorX, 

another CNN based approach that used a residual network architecture consisting of many more 

layers, making it more difficult and resource intensive to train and more susceptible to overtraining 

(Wang et al., 2017a). 

The improved contact predictions of DeepContact led to improved structural prediction on 

CASP 12 targets compared to CCMPred (Figure 3.2D and Methods). In their recent publication 

evaluating contact prediction in CASP 12, Schaarschmidt et al. presented analysis in conflict with 

these results, suggesting that despite DeepContact’s performance on contact prediction it did not 

result in improved structural prediction (Schaarschmidt et al., 2017). This analysis focused on a 

small subset of the CASP12 structures where DeepContact’s average precision was significantly 

below its average precision across the complete dataset; while the performance on these particular 

sequences is disappointing and suggests room for further improvement, it is not surprising that in 

cases where the precision of DeepContact’s predictions are low these contacts do not improve 

folding. However, critically, these results cannot be extrapolated to the remaining cases where 

DeepContact outperforms based on precision as the problematic analysis of Schaarschmidt et al. 

suggests (Schaarschmidt et al., 2017). 

Further, by analyzing the first-layer filters of the network we have demonstrated the 
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underlying motifs of protein structural interaction space and their correspondence to evolutionary 

patterns. The challenge remains of further understanding how these motifs are combined in order 

to determine the higher-order grammar of evolutionary forces driving protein structure and 

function. By elucidating the different contact map patterns and features corresponding to identified 

structural features we may be able to understand the range of evolutionary patterns that are able to 

constrain structure. 

The full contact maps output by DeepContact are significantly cleaner than the contact 

maps output by CCMPred. Our algorithm increases the contrast, and the full-plotted contact maps 

output by DeepContact look much more similar to the full distance matrices, despite the fact that 

they were trained only on the binary classification of a contact defined by a distance of less than 8 

Angstroms. Just as with the probabilities, this suggests a paradigm where we can effectively use 

much more of the contact matrix in order to fold proteins in a free-modeling approach. It also 

suggests that using smarter objective functions we may well be able to extract even more 

information from evolutionary couplings. Additionally, the failure modes are such that by looking 

at the full matrix, we can often immediately identify by eye whether it is a valid contact map or 

not and what regions of contacts are suspect. This observation suggests room for improvement in 

that DeepContact should be able to avoid and eliminate these failure modes. Perhaps more 

importantly, DeepContact extracts much more information about the distances from the ECs. 

Improved models for folding that are able to use the additional information content will facilitate 

a paradigm shift in free-modeling protein structure prediction. 
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3.4. Methods 

DEEPCONTACT FRAMEWORK 

Neural Network. 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been well established for diverse learning 

tasks on both one-dimensional sequence data and two-dimensional image data, including pixel 

level labeling tasks such as image segmentation (Krizhevsky et al., 2012; LeCun et al., 1998; Long 

et al., 2015). Here we frame contact prediction as a pixel-level labeling task - viewing each amino 

acid pair as a ‘pixel’ in the evolutionary coupling matrix (the ‘image’) with the task defined as 

labeling the true contact pairs. The DeepContact CNN takes in the input features, the primary 

feature being the evolutionary coupling matrix, and predicts a new corrected contact matrix. 

We trained two different models - one with the only feature being an evolutionary coupling 

matrix and the other including the evolutionary coupling matrix and additional features (see 

‘Features’ below) - using experimentally determined structures. For the model with additional 

features we used three different levels of amino acid features: 2d features, which measure the 

correlation between two amino acids; 1d features, the statistical information for each amino acid; 

and global features, the overall features across the whole proteins. 

Based on the feature maps, our network consists of 9 convolutional layers, each followed 

by a batch normalization layer and then a rectified-linear unit (ReLU) layer. Each convolutional 

layer has 32 filters (i.e. features) of size 5x5 and a stride of 1. To make the final predictions, we 

concatenate the output of the 3rd, 6th, and 9th layers with the original joint features and use a shared 

weight MLP on each amino acid pair, which can alternatively be viewed as a convolutional layer 

with both a filter size and stride of 1. As our objective function we use cross-entropy loss.  
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FEATURES 

Alignment generation. 

Co-evolution analyses depend on multiple sequence alignments (MSAs). We generated 

alignments for all sequences with HHBlits with an e-value threshold of 0.001, a pairwise identity 

cut-off of 0.99 and a minimum coverage of master sequence of 50% (Remmert et al., 2012). 

HHblits was configured to run 3 iterations. If the alignment returned by HHBlits had fewer than 

1000 sequences we used JackHMMER with an e-value threshold of 10 (Eddy, 1998; Remmert et 

al., 2012). JackHMMER was also configured to run 3 iterations. 

 

Two-dimensional features. 

For the two-dimensional features, we used CCMPred predictions, EVFold predictions, 

mutual-information (MI), normalized MI, and the mean contact potential. To generate the 

evolutionary coupling features we ran CCMPred and EVFold using default parameters on the 

previously-computed multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) (Kaján et al., 2014; Seemayer et al., 

2014). 

 

One-dimensional features. 

For one-dimensional features we used predicted solvent accessibility as computed by 

SOLVPRED , predicted secondary structure as predicted by PSIPRED, and column-wise amino 

acid frequencies (McGuffin et al., 2000). We ran SOLVPRED and PSIPRED with default 

parameters. 
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To convert the 1d features into a ‘2d’ input for DeepContact, we first conducted 1d 

convolutions on the 1d features to extract higher-level local information. Then the convolved 1d 

features are converted to 2d features. Namely, for a specific amino acid pair (i,j), we concatenate 

i's 1d feature with j's 1d feature, resulting in a pairwise feature map. For the 1d convolution, we 

use one layer containing 12 filters of size 7 and one layer with 24 filters of size 5. These parameters 

were trained simultaneously to the rest of the DeepContact parameters. 

 

Global features. 

For global features, in each case we included the average log entropy of the columns of the 

MSA (Neff) and the standard deviation of the CCMPred and EVfold predictions. We converted 

global features by padding them to an L by L matrix. 

 

Combining features.  

We concatenated all of the transformed LxL features into an LxLxN matrix, where N is the 

number of features, and the 2D convolutions operated on this matrix. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

Environment. 

In the experiments, we used HHblits (2.0.16) and Jackhmmer (3.1b2) to generate the 

multiple sequence alignments. We used EVfold (FreeContact 1.0.21) and CCMPred (0.3.2) to 

generate the two-dimensional contact features. We used PSIPRED to generate one-dimensional 

features. We used python (version 2.7) and packages theano (0.8.0) and lasagne (development 
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version on Github) to implement the deep learning system. The baselines are produced by 

MetaPSICOV (1.02) and CCMPred for comparison. 

 

Training. 

To train the CNN model, we used a batch size of 4 due to the GPU memory capacity. We 

used the adadelta optimization method with a learning rate of 0.3 and momentum of 0.9 (Sutskever 

et al., 2013; Zeiler, 2012). Currently, a more popular method is Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014). It 

is worth noting that the training set is not balanced, with actual contact pairs being a small 

percentage of the total number of pairs. We assign each contact pair in each protein a weight such 

that the total weights for contact pairs and non-contact pairs within each protein are the same. 

Training a full model takes approximately 12 hours on one TitanX GPU. 

 

Folding. 

We generated decoy models for domains with known structures in the CASP 12 free 

modeling target set using both DeepContact and CCMPred contact predictions (CASP12).  For 

each we input the top L contacts greater than or equal to 12 in chain distance, as well as secondary 

structure predicted by PSIPRED (McGuffin et al., 2000), and used the folding algorithm 

CONFOLD to generate structures (Adhikari et al., 2015). For stage 2 of the CONFOLD algorithm 

we enabled sheet detector. We generated 500 decoy models for each set of predicted contacts (with 

different random seeds) and ranked them by their “overall energy”. For each target and set of 

contact predictions (CCMPred and DeepContact) we took the 5 models with the lowest energies 

and selected the one with the highest TM-Score with respect to the reference model. 
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DATASETS 

ASTRAL. 

Our ASTRAL dataset consists of the ASTRAL SCOPe 2.06 genetic domain sequence 

subsets filtered for sequences with less than 40% sequence identity (based on PDB SEQRES 

records) (Fox et al., 2013). We divided the ASTRAL set into subsets according to the ratio 80% 

training, 10% validation, and 10% test by randomly assigning structures to a subset. Once a 

structure was assigned to a subset, we assigned all structures sharing the same superfamily to that 

subset to ensure that the training, validation, and test data were independent of each other. This 

means that at most a protein in the testing set shares only the class and fold with any protein in the 

training or validation set. For the testing set we further filtered out proteins with gaps in the 

structure and removed fragments, inserting the whole proteins, which left 660 proteins in the 

validation set. 

 

CASP228. 

The CASP228 dataset consists of the 228 targets from the CASP 10 and 11 experiments 

(Moult et al., 2014, 2016). 2 of the targets failed during feature generation, leaving 226 on which 

analysis was performed. 

 

CAMEO. 

The CAMEO dataset consists of 220 targets released as part of the Continuous Automated 

Model EvaluatiOn (CAMEO) community project (Haas et al., 2013). 1 of the targets failed during 

feature generation, leaving 219 on which analysis was performed. 
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CASP 12. 

We participated in the Community Assessment of Structure Prediction 12 experiment, 

submitting contact predictions for 37 of the 38 free-modeling (FM) targets as part of the blind 

contact prediction task (CASP12). We also submitted 17 of the 19 FM and TBM targets. The 

missed targets were due to a submission script bug. We submitted predictions under 3 names: 

naïve, Deepfold-Contact, and iFold_1. All of these methods are based on the same underlying 

DeepContact model with iFold_1 representing the most up-to-date version. In the CASP12 

competition, we used an ensemble of five different models trained with different distances defined 

as contacts. The thresholds were selected as 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5 and 9.0 angstroms. 

 

FILTER VISUALIZATION 

Beyond prediction, we are also interested in the biological patterns learned by the CNN 

model. To explore this, we trained a new model, splitting the astral dataset into 

training/validation/testing sets according to a ratio 0.6/0.2/0.2 with the same rules as before. We 

cleaned the training/validation set to make sure that all proteins in the testing set have an E-value 

of greater than 1e-3 with the training and validation sets. This ensures that the validation set and 

the testing set share limited sequence information. 

For the visualization model we utilized a neural network consisting of three convolutional 

blocks, each made up of a convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer, and a ReLU layer. The 

first block’s convolutional layer uses 11x11x64 convolutional filters, while the second and third 

blocks use convolutional filters each of 5x5x64, respectively. Between each of the consecutive 

convolutional blocks there is a 2x2 max-pooling layer. Finally, all blocks are up-sampled to the 
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original input size and concatenated to perform final prediction with a shared-weight MLP network 

with 32 hidden units as before. 

After training on the dataset, we performed early stop on the validation set to avoid 

overfitting. Then we obtained the predictions on the testing set. For each convolutional filter in the 

first layer, we calculated the input regions with the top 100 activations and produced pairwise 

sequence identities to illustrate that our CNN captures structural patterns rather than simply 

memorizing similar sequences. Then, we represented each filter by its representative input regions 

using the dimensionality reduction software tSNE (Maaten and Hinton, 2008). Finally, we ran K-

Means to conduct clustering on the reduced two-dimensional representations and visualized the 

representative filters by conducting structural multiple sequence alignments on the top-5 input 

regions removing the outliers. 

 

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Contacts. 

For both training and evaluation we defined two residues as contacts when their C-βs were 

less than 8 angstroms apart in the experimentally determined structure. For a given residue, if there 

is not a C-β we use the C-α. We trained on medium and long-range contacts, meaning only residues 

separated by a chain distance of 12 or more. All analysis in the paper was done on these medium 

and long-range contacts defined as above. In the CASP12 competition, we used an ensemble of 

five different models trained with different contact definition. The thresholds are selected as 7.0, 

7.5, 8.0, 8.5 and 9.0. 
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Probabilites. 

To calculate the precision by probability we binned the probabilities by 0.01. For each bin 

and each protein in the ASTRAL validation dataset we calculated the precision using contacts as 

defined above. To calculate the precision/recall curves by probability we used probability cutoffs 

of 0.999 and then 0.99 to 0.01 incremented by 0.01. This was done by protein and averaged across 

each dataset. Analysis was performed using Python and Jupyter (Kluyver et al., 2016). 

 

3.5. Author contributions 

Idea Conceptualization, J.P.; Implementation Conceptualization, B.B., Y.L., J.P., and P.P.; 

Methodology, B.B., Y.L., J.P., and P.P.; Software, Y.L. and Q.Y.; Formal Analysis, Y.L., P.P, and 

Q.Y.; Investigation, Y.L., P.P., and Q.Y.; Resources, J.P.; Data Curation, Y.L. and Q.Y.; Writing 

– Original Draft, P.P.; Writing – Planning, Review & Editing, B.B. and P.P.; Visualization, B.B., 

J.P., Y.L., P.P., and Q.Y; Supervision, B.B. and J.P.; Project Administration, B.B., J.P., and P.P.; 

Funding Acquisition, B.B. and J.P.; P.P. adapted for inclusion in this thesis.  
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Chapter 4. Future directions and conclusions 

 

4.1. Future directions in contact prediction  

 The work presented here has focused on adapting and improving the evolutionary coupling 

approach to extract more information. While our methodological enhancements enable prediction 

for many structures that were previously unresolvable, there are many more still out of reach. 

 

Improving evolutionary couplings for disordered sequences 

 While our coupling inference pipeline presented in Chapter 2 addresses many issues that 

arise in generating ECs for disordered sequences, it does so by filtering out alignments that do not 

meet our criteria. For many sequences we were not able to find alternative alignments that did pass 

our filters, limiting our approach to ~25% of the identified disordered regions within the human 

proteome. Growth in sequence databases will continue to expand the universe of sequences 

amenable to our approach; however, there is also a need for methods that seek to directly address 

the issues that arise in identifying and aligning disordered sequences. 

 First, unstable alignments, as identified by our alignment iteration approach, deserve further 

investigation. These alignments are of homologous sequences, as determined by jackhmmer 

integrating over alignment uncertainty; however, the column-wise amino acid frequencies are 

unstable. First, perhaps some of these contain signals for multiple structures, either within a single 

protein family or as two separate protein families within the alignment. It is possible that the 

alignments are oscillating between two (or more) stable alignments. This could be indicative of 

the representation of multiple structural families within the alignment, or less likely but more 

interestingly multiple constrained structural states within the same set of sequences. 
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 Second, repeats represent a significant issue for evolutionary coupling analysis of disorder 

and low-complexity sequences. This is because inter-residue covariation is confounded by intra- 

and inter-repeat covariation, effectively making the chaining issue that much more complex to 

deconvolve. Better sequence models that do not explicitly align, discussed in detail below, are one 

approach towards addressing this, but another approach within the current framework could be to 

model repeats more explicitly. 

 Lastly, at the moment many false positives could be false positives or signals for as yet 

unobserved structural states. Methods to identify likely patterns of alternative conformations 

within contact maps could elucidate alternative conformations of proteins. 

 

Improving secondary-structure prediction from ECs 

 Our method to predict secondary-structure from ECs accurately predicts α-helices and has 

some success on β-strands. First, we developed this method to demonstrate the power of local ECs 

based on intuition around the evolutionary pressures on secondary structure elements. Using a 

statistical approach to learn the best method to predict secondary structure elements would likely 

significantly improve the performance on the predictive task. Second, we did not use any 

information about longer-range contacts. As discussed, particularly in the case of β-strands that 

are stabilized by interactions with other β-strands to form β-sheets, integrating higher order 

contacts would likely lead to improved performance. 

 The prediction accuracy is also likely limited for the many challenging proteins where we 

have noisy ECs due to a limited number of homologous sequences. A potential solution to this 

approach is somewhat parallel to the fragment-based approach of Rosetta (Rohl et al., 2004). 

Rather than searching for homologous sequences for the entire region of interest, tiling smaller 
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segments of homologous sequences and calculating covariation on these segments could provide 

significantly more statistical power in many cases. This has parallels to established secondary 

structure methods but would not use supervised approaches that train on known secondary 

structure elements. 

 Finally, the power of the coupling only DeepContact model to identify patterns indicative of 

secondary structure element interactions suggests that a convolutional approach to predict 

secondary structure from couplings could be very powerful. 

 

Future development of DeepContact 

 DeepContact demonstrates the power of convolutional models to improve protein residue-

residue contact predictions. The performance enhancement was robust to model choice and input 

features, suggesting that it is not deeper and more complicated models that are necessary. Rather, 

the choice of objective function and training framework is critical. First, training ensemble models 

that incorporate predictions for non-contacts would extract additional information from 

evolutionary couplings relevant to folding. Second, better methods to deal with imbalance between 

positive and negative examples in the training set could vastly improve the consistency and 

calibration. Finally, training DeepContact to predict distance matrices rather than contact matrices 

could have several potential benefits for contact prediction and, if done accurately, would provide 

significantly more information for folding. While on one hand a model trained to predict the full 

distance matrix needs to extract much more information than is potentially irrelevant to contact 

prediction, on the other hand it would be able to use much more of the data in training. It would 

also eliminate the issue of imbalance in the process. The structure and smoothness of protein 

distance matrices suggest that this could prove to be a fruitful approach, particularly given that 
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while contacts are not a metric, distances are giving an added geometric advantage. 

 

Insights into evolutionary pressures on structure 

 DeepContact’s filters align with our intuitions around local structural elements. They also 

suggest an approach to further interrogate the evolutionary constraints on structure. In Chapter 3 

we observed the patterns of ECs that the filters used to predict contacts; however, from a biological 

perspective the inverse of this question is perhaps of more interest. That is, what are the necessary 

evolutionary constraints to determine a structure? Evolutionary couplings are by definition not 

contacts – not every pair of residues close in 3D space necessarily needs to be coevolving across 

related sequences. By inverting the analysis and identifying the range of patterns of evolutionary 

couplings that are able to constrain protein structure we can perhaps begin to interrogate the 

evolutionary requirements for constraining different structural elements. 

 

4.2. Time for better sequence models 

Inference can only be as reliable as the data on which it is performed. One of the big 

challenges in covariation-based contact prediction, and the primary challenge addressed in this 

dissertation, is the lack of reliable sequence alignments of a sufficient number of homologous 

sequences for many proteins. 

HMMs have been the workhorse of biological sequence analysis for several decades (Eddy, 

1998). By the nature of these models they assume independence of distant pairs of amino acids, 

an assumption that is explicitly at odds with covarion based structure prediction. Additionally, the 

HMMs used for MSA generation in contact prediction ignore gap columns, meaning that once we 

enter a gap state they do not align. If there is an insertion in the query sequence this is also ignored 
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during the coupling inference pipeline, as inference is only performed on columns above a certain 

gap threshold. This potentially leads to issues in coupling analyses. First, this is effectively leaving 

information out as we are ignoring information that should be conditioned on given the global 

model. Second, this can lead to issues downstream as ignoring insertions results in residue 

distances within our query protein being greater than residue distance within the greater MSA. 

Similar HMMs formed the basis of natural language processing (NLP) for many years. 

However, over the last several years the state of NLP has rapidly advanced beyond HMMs 

(Mikolov et al., 2010; Sutskever et al., 2014). A class of model used in NLP that is particularly 

relevant to biological sequence analysis is the recurrent neural network (RNN). RNNs are neural 

networks that are designed to deal with inputs of different lengths. They act somewhat like an 

HMM; however, they also pass more information from one state to the next, effectively giving 

them the ability to ‘remember’ past states. Thus the emission probabilities of a particular state can 

be a function of past emissions. By training this type of model, they learn to remember relevant 

information that they have seen in the past. For problems where long-range interactions exist, such 

as coevolution of contacts, these models are theoretically very well suited. 

A technical challenge to RNNs is what is called the ‘vanishing’ or ‘exploding’ gradient 

issue (Pascanu et al., 2013). Due to the repeated application of the same network, when the network 

is unrolled it is in fact many instances of the same gradient. This tends to mean that the gradient 

either gets very big or very small. A type of model to counteract this issue is called a Long-Short 

Term Memory RNN. Here the architecture is slightly more complicated in that there is a ‘forget 

gate’. This effectively decides what information to pass to the next state, counteracting the 

vanishing or exploding gradient problem. These types of models have been applied to many 
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problems in sequence analysis including predicting the next character in a sequence and can be 

used to generate sequences. 

Given the evolution in NLP where these more expressive models have taken over much of 

the work that used to be done by HMMs, it is a natural progression to apply them to biological 

sequence data. While there have been several instances of this, including for secondary structure 

prediction and homology detection, with the modern auto-differentiators and models they are now 

much more powerful (Hochreiter et al., 2007). MSA and homology search both represent 

promising potential applications within biological sequence analysis with implications for 

evolutionary coupling analysis. They would much better capture sequence dependencies including 

long-range correlations, gaps, and insertions. While these methods could be used to directly 

generate MSAs, whether by aligning observed sequences or simulating sequences, they also 

present the opportunity to directly infer dependencies from the models themselves via methods 

such as attention mechanisms. There are several implementation challenges, particularly around 

ways to implement bidirectional models, although the development and application of similar 

models in machine translation presents an example of their power. 

We, and others, have applied ML to improve elements of the pipeline for predicting 

contacts from sequence covariation (Chapter 3) (Adhikari et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2014; Wang et 

al., 2017a; Wang et al., 2017b). Using the same mutation effect prediction from sequence 

covariation framework as Hopf et al., Riesselman et al. recently replaced the pseudolikelihood 

approach with deep generative models showing an overall improvement in performance (Hopf et 

al., 2017; Riesselman et al., 2017). While a significant advance, Riesselman et al. still rely on 

multiple sequence alignments generated by HMMs (Riesselman et al., 2017). The better models 

get the more they are limited by the fundamental information content of the input data – in this 
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instance the fact that HMMs do not account for covariation. This suggests that without improved 

methods for sequence alignment or making sequence alignment obsolete through the use of 

alignment-free methods we will be fundamentally limited. 

 

4.3. Conclusion 

Despite the importance of protein structure to defining function, many proteins remain out 

of reach for current experimental and computational methods to determine structures. In this 

dissertation, we have presented methods to extend the reach of covariation-based methods for 

predicting protein residue-residue contacts. While much of the progress over the last decade has 

resulted from better models for inferring directly coupled residues from observed covariation 

matrices, distinguishing causation from correlation, the work presented here moved beyond the 

direct inference of couplings. In Chapter 1 we reviewed the principles underlying protein structure, 

as well as tools for determining protein structures, and presented the developments in covariation-

based contact prediction that helped unleash the full power of covariation on structure prediction. 

Chapter 2 presented work adapting evolutionary couplings to proteins from across the 

spectrum of flexibility. While experimental methods and other computational methods can do little 

more than determine that sequences code for flexible proteins, evolutionary couplings provide a 

powerful way to interrogate the important residue-residue interactions of disordered proteins. 

Evolutionary couplings do not care whether a protein occupies its functional state most of the time 

or very rarely – if contacts are important for function then they will experience evolutionary 

pressure to conserve the contacts. Whereas other methods may require an exhaustive search of 

experimental conditions and binding partners, the evolutionary coupling approach captures these 

functional states without ever having to observe, or determine, the necessary conditions. We first 
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adapted the evolutionary couplings method to address challenges in inferring couplings from 

disordered sequences given their particular characteristics. We also used patterns in short-range 

contacts to predict secondary structure propensities and developed a way to determine which long-

range couplings are significant, an important part of quantifying structural constraint. We then 

applied this method to a validation set of flexible sequences, including proteins with alternative 

conformations, flexible proteins that have been captured in structural states, and proteins for which 

there is not a known structural state. We found that the evolutionary couplings approach had 

accuracies similar to globular proteins for this set of flexible proteins, supporting our thesis that 

the signal of covariation can be independent from the predicted energy landscape of a protein. 

Finally, we applied our approach across disordered regions, as determined using a biophysical 

predictor, within the human proteome predicting that substantial structural constraint exists across 

many disordered regions. This demonstrated the unique power of evolutionary couplings to 

provide valuable insights into the structure and function of flexible regions of proteins. 

Chapter 3 presented DeepContact, an approach that uses contextual information and 

information about coupling/structure space learned from thousands of known structures to improve 

contact prediction from evolutionary couplings. Not only does DeepContact improve performance 

when looking at the rank-order list of the top contact predictions, but it also rescales evolutionary 

couplings into probabilities allowing one to use universally meaningful probability cutoffs. This 

gives downstream users a measure of the model’s confidence in its predictions. By rescaling 

couplings into probabilities DeepContact also effectively performs coupling significance analysis 

as part of predicting the contacts. It does this in a context-aware manner, whereas the significant 

coupling approach presented in Chapter 2 does not use any contextual information in determining 

significant couplings. Additionally, by analyzing the structural motifs learned by the filters of the 
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DeepContact model, DeepContact provides insight into the evolutionary pressures on protein 

structure. 

Despite all of the successes inferring structural and functional constraints on 

macromolecules from sequence covariation, there remains much to be done as witnessed by the 

many protein structures still beyond our grasp. With the combination of the rapid advances 

occurring in machine learning and the spate of novel experimental technologies generating more 

data than ever before, there will be many prospective opportunities for covariation-based methods 

to shed light on unknown protein structures and dynamics.  However, with the increasing power 

of high-throughput approaches, it becomes ever more important to think deeply and conceptually 

about the problems that we want to solve and what they can teach us about the underlying 

phenomena of life.  
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